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Capsule flow dynamics in microchannels plays a significant role in complex bi-
ological phenomena, such as the microcirculation, and in engineering applications,
such as in microfluidic devices for drug delivery and cell sorting. In this thesis, we
investigate the motion of elastic capsules in wall-bounded flows by extending the
Membrane Spectral Boundary Element method developed by Dodson and Dimi-
trakopoulos [16] for free-suspended flows.
First, a validation study of the method is performed for the axisymmetric
capsule motion in a cylindrical channel. For a capsule moving along the center-
line of a cylindrical channel, our computational model successfully reproduced the
parachute shape observed in earlier experimental and computational studies. Next,
we investigate the flow dynamics of a strain-hardening Skalak capsule moving along
the centerline in a square and a rectangular channel. We examine how the capillary
number and capsule size influence the deformation and physical properties of the
capsule. For large capsules in a square channel, our investigation reveals that the
steady-state capsule shape is non-axisymmetric. The capsule assumes a shape sim-
ilar to the channel’s cross-section i.e. a square shape with rounded edges. Buckling
of the capsule’s upstream end resulting in a negative edge curvature is observed
at higher capillary numbers and for large capsule sizes. For the largest capsules
studied, we also observe the development of dimples at the capsule’s lateral surface.
A comparative study of capsule motion and deformation in cylindrical and square
channels shows that the capsule deformation in a cylindrical channel is similar to
that in a square channel at a larger capillary number. In a rectangular channel,
we observe a three-dimensional (i.e. non-axisymmetric) deformation of the capsule
at high capillary numbers resulting in dimpling of the capsule’s upstream end at
steady state. We also consider the transient motion of a capsule in a converging
square microchannel and investigate the influence of viscosity ratio, capillary num-
ber and capsule size on the evolution of capsule properties. As the capsule moves
through the converging region a fluctuation in the geometric and physical properties
of the capsule is observed.
In addition, we investigate the hemodynamic forces on endothelial cells and
leukocytes in blood capillaries. Our study on hemodynamic forces demonstrates that
the forces on endothelial cells increase in the presence of leukocytes in close vicinity.
Both normal and shear forces show considerable increase. We also investigate the
forces on moving leukocytes in the presence of adherent leukocytes. With increasing
cell size, the magnitude of the force increases till a threshold value of the cell size
and then decreases.
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The current thesis investigates the motion and deformation of capsules in mi-
crochannels and microvessels which is representative of the flow in microfluidics and
the microcirculation. To do this we use the spectral boundary element method
for membranes [16]. Membrane-bound fluid volumes found naturally in biologi-
cal systems as well as artificially created for industrial applications can be broadly
categorized as “capsules”. Examples include the red blood cells and various liquid
globules encountered in food, cosmetics and other industrial products. Capsules dif-
fer from droplets in having a material interface which exhibit mechanical properties
that are more complex than that described by a surface tension [45]. In this chap-
ter, we present a brief review of capsules in microfluidics and microcirculation. We
also review previous experimental and computational studies on capsule dynamics
in wall-bounded flow. Lastly, the outline of the thesis is presented.
1.1 Capsules in Microfluidics and the Microcirculation
The study of capsules in microchannels is of great interest because of their ap-
plications in microfluidics and the microcirculation. Recent technological advances
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in the field of microfluidics has resulted in the development of efficient fabrication
techniques for microcapsules as well as novel analytical and industrial applications in
diverse fields such as medicine, cosmetics, food design and coating of textiles. Cap-
sules are used for encapsulation, release and protection of agents such as medicine,
fragrances, dyes and flavor additives [45].
The capsule flow dynamics has a crucial role in the efficient functioning of
capsule-based devices as well as the fabrication of capsules using microfluidic de-
vices. Microfluidic technology enables the fabrication of large quantities of uniform-
sized capsules with customizable morphologies and physicochemical properties [25].
Such capsules can be used as containers for the storage and controlled release of
loaded molecules in drug delivery applications. The ultimate goal for drug delivery
application is to develop intelligent capsule systems containing medical agents that
recognize and adhere to the infected regions in the body and allow targeted localized
release of medical agents, and thus limiting side effects [19]. Another application
where microcapsules are being increasingly used is in microreactors. Droplet-based
microreactors are being used for studying enzyme kinetics, enzyme assay and DNA
analysis, protein crystallization, synthesis of molecules, nanoparticles, microparticles
and colloidal assemblies [60]. Microreactors have many advantages over conventional
reactors. They facilitate faster, less expensive reactions with parallelization capabil-
ities because of the encapsulation. Mixing in microreactors is achieved by internal
circulation caused by the channel geometry [59].
The predominant microfluidic systems used for microcapsule generation are
T-junctions, cross-junctions and flow-focusing nozzles. These systems can be used
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for generating microcapsules with many functionalities. Seiffert et al. [55] used a
double-cross junction to fabricate functional microgel capsules that consist of two
miscible, yet distinct layers. Lensen et al. [35] prepared biodegradable PLLA (Poly
L-Lactic Acid) capsules using a flow-focusing nozzle. They prepared both hollow
and solid capsules which are suitable for drug delivery of hydrophobic compounds.
Hwang, Dendukuri and Doyle [25] synthesized magnetic hydrogel particles using a T-
junction. They made use of the channel geometry to synthesize particles with diverse
shapes. They created spherical, disk-shaped and plug-shaped particles by modifying
the geometry of the confining microchannels. Thus the channel geometry plays an
important role in the determination of the characteristics of the microcapsule.
The human red blood cell is a very common example of capsule in nature.
It consists of a small mass of protoplasm bounded by the plasma membrane. In
microcirculation the motion of red blood cells through vascular microvessels has
long been recognized as a fundamental problem in physiology and biomechanics,
since the main function of these cells, to exchange oxygen and carbon dioxide with
the tissues, occurs in capillaries [82]. Numerous studies have focused on the flow
and deformation behavior of the red blood cells (RBCs). An understanding of
the deformation and flow characteristics of erythrocytes is important for better
understanding of the blood circulation. The mechanical properties of red blood
cells, which allow them to undergo large deformation and reversible aggregation,
play a major role in blood flow. The erythrocyte membrane has a very low bending
resistance but it shows resistance against shearing. The red blood cells attain several
equilibrium shapes during microcirculation and these shapes are determined by the
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dimensions of the blood capillaries. The parachute or umbrella shape is the most
common shape attained by the cells in blood capillaries [56]. Various disease states
like malaria and sickle cell anemia result in changes in the deformability of these cells
[10]. The effect of such diseases can be elucidated by studying the flow characteristics
of red blood cells.
The mutual interactions between red blood cells and other blood components
such as leukocytes are important for many biological processes like the margination
of white blood cells during the immune response. Margination is the process in which
free flowing leukocytes move towards the walls of the blood vessels and undergo
interactions with endothelial cells on the vessel wall. The role of hydrodynamic forces
on such processes has been the subject of recent studies [21, 58, 63, 62]. In the past
few years there has been a lot of interest in the development of lab-on-a-chip devices
for diagnostic purposes owing to their many advantages, such as cost effectiveness
and portability, over conventional devices. Hydrodynamics has been used as the
basis of separation in cell-sorting devices (e.g. a cell sorting device based on lateral
drift developed by Chabert et al. [7]). The study of capsule dynamics in microfluidic
channels, which is the subject of this dissertation, is hence essential to understand
various physiological processes in microcirculation and to design and operate new
microfluidic devices for applications such as cell sorting, capsule fabrication and
sorting, and microreactors.
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1.2 Capsule Dynamics in Wall-Bounded Flow
The dynamics of both capsules and droplets has been studied rather exten-
sively in the past decades for unbounded flow conditions [30, 32, 62, 16, 15]. Un-
bounded flow conditions are applicable only when the capsule size is much smaller
than the channel dimensions. In microcirculation and microfluidics, this is not al-
ways true and hence study of wall bounded flow dynamics is essential to obtain a
clear picture of the physical situation. There have been very few studies of wall-
bounded flow of capsules and most of these were carried out in cylindrical tubes or
parallel plate geometry where axisymmetry and two-dimensionality simplifies the
problem.
1.2.1 Capsule Dynamics in Cylindrical Channels
Numerous studies have been conducted to investigate the motion and defor-
mation of drops in cylindrical channels. Hodges, Jensen and Rallison [23] studied
the motion of a viscous drop through a cylindrical tube and investigated the effect of
viscosity on film thickness. Lac and Sherwood [31] studied the drop deformation in
a capillary and considered the effects of size, viscosity and capillary number. They
found that the droplet elongates with increasing capillary number and ultimately
dimples in the rear. They also found that low viscosity droplet is less deformed
than a high viscosity one and decreasing the viscosity results in the disappearance
of the dimple. Martinez and Udell [39] considered the axisymmetric creeping motion
through circular tubes and studied the effects of capillary number, drop size and
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viscosity ratio. They found that droplets smaller than a/R = 0.7 are insensitive to
changes in capillary number lesser than Ca = 0.25 and viscosity ratio.
The above-mentioned studies for droplets are valid for capsules only when the
viscosity ratio λ ≪ 1. Recent developments in the field of targeted drug delivery,
microreactor-based technologies, etc. have generated interest in the study of capsule
motion and deformation in microchannels. Capsule motion in cylindrical channels
has been studied experimentally as well as numerically. Risso, Collè-Paillot and
Zagzoule [51] studied experimentally the motion and deformation of a capsule in a
tube. They used capsules designed for medical use consisting of calcium-alginate gel
beads coated with human serum albumin (HSA) whose gel core was reliquified. They
concluded that the steady-state attained by the capsule depends on the capillary
number and the ratio of the capsule and tube radius. They found that the steady
state reached by the capsule depends on capillary number and ratio of the size of
capsule to that of the radius of the tube. At fixed a/R the capsule is stretched in
the axial direction when Ca is increased. They also found that as Ca is increased
the curvature of the rear decreases and at large Ca the rear buckles inward.
Ma and coworkers [38] combined a finite volume method with a front tracking
method to study the initial motion of a two-dimensional capsule in a microchannel
flow. They studied the lift velocity of circular, elliptical and biconcave capsules.
Leyrat-Maurin, Drochon and Barthès-Biesel [36, 37] studied the motion of a capsule
through a constriction smaller than its initial dimensions by employing an axisym-
metric model. Queguiner and Barthès-Biesel [49] used a boundary integral method
to study the flow of capsules into pores. The pore was modeled as a cylinder with hy-
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perbolic entrance and exit regions and the capsule was modeled as having discoidal
unstressed shape. They studied the effect of capsule size, geometry, and membrane
properties on the flow and found that the tube length necessary to reach steady
conditions depends strongly on capsule size and membrane behavior. Lefebvre and
Barthès-Biesel [33] investigated the effect of membrane prestress and constitutive
law on steady-state and found that for a given size ratio the critical flow rate at which
the back curvature changes is strongly dependent on pre-inflation. The steady-state
shapes obtained by the abovementioned study and experimental study conducted
by Risso et al. [51] were found to be significantly different. They concluded that pre-
inflation resulted in the difference between the experimental and numerical shapes.
Microfluidics is a useful tool for modeling microcirculation in order to obtain
a better understanding of the various processes and also to investigate the effects of
diseases. Also, devices based on microchannels are being developed for diagnostic
purposes in order to sort and characterize blood cells. This has motivated many
investigations of the flow of blood cells in microchannels. Skalak and Branemark’s
pioneering study [56] revealed the interesting shapes of red blood cells in capillar-
ies. They found that the parachute or umbrella shape often observed is not an
axisymmetric shape as formerly assumed but is the basic biconcave disc shape of
the red cell with the upstream end flattened by the pressure gradient. Antia and
coworkers [3] developed a microfluidic device to model the cell-cell interactions in
malaria pathogenesis under physiological flow conditions. To mimic the blood flow,
they used microfluidic channels of a variety of shapes and sizes, including straight
50 µm channel, channels with narrow 4 µm constrictions and bifurcating channel
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that resembled a network of capillaries. Faivre and coworkers [18] used a microflu-
idic constriction for separation of red blood cell from the suspending plasma. They
observed that the presence of an obstruction in a channel results in enhanced cell
free layer downstream the obstruction. This principle was utilized to design a de-
vice for separation of blood from plasma. Korin, Bransky and Dinnar [27] studied
the motion and deformation of red blood cells flowing in a microcrochannel using
a theoretical model and a novel automated rheoscope. The model was utilized to
evaluate the effect of different biophysical parameters, such as: inner cell viscosity,
membrane shear modulus and surface to volume ratio on deformation measurements.
They found that changes in inner cell viscosity and ambient fluid viscosity have a
minor effect on the deformation. However, the shear modulus has a major effect on
the asymptotic maximum cell deformation index.
There have been numerous studies of red blood cell flow dynamics in mi-
crovessels. Barber and coworkers [5] used a two-dimensional flexible particle model
to study the movement, deformation and partitioning of red blood cells in diverging
microvessel bifurcations. Chung, Johnson and Popel [8] developed a computational
scheme which used a chimera grid method for simulation of three-dimensional mo-
tion and aggregation of red blood cells in a narrow tube. Zhang, Johnson and Popel
[69] developed a two-dimensional numerical model for deformable capsules in flows.
They used an immersed boundary lattice Boltzmann method. They investigated
the flow of cells in small channels to mimic blood cells in capillaries. They observed
parachute shape formation for cell to tube diameter ratios greater than 1. They
also found that at steady state the cells exhibit similar shapes irrespective of the
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initial orientation of the cell. Pivkin and Karniadakis [43] developed a coarse grain
procedure for modeling red blood cells using arguments based on mean-field the-
ory. They used this model in dissipative particle dynamics simulation of RBCs in
capillary flows. They observed a transition to parachute shape from the biconcave
shape. Noguchi and Gompper [41] studied the dynamics of fluid vesicles and cells
in cylindrical capillary flow by using a three-dimensional mesoscopic simulation ap-
proach. As the flow velocity increases, a model RBC is found to transit from a
non-axisymmetric parachute shape (coaxial with the flow axis), while a fluid vesicle
is found to transit from a discocyte to a prolate ellipsoid. Pozrikidis [47] developed
a theoretical model based on the boundary integral method for describing the mo-
tion of a deformable cell. He investigated cells with spherical, oblate ellipsoidal,
and biconcave unstressed shapes enclosed by membranes that obey a neo-Hookean
constitutive equation. He found that the spherical cells migrate toward the tube cen-
terline while oblate and biconcave cells develop parachute and slipper-like shapes,
respectively. Pozrikidis [46] also investigated the axisymmetric motion of a file of red
blood cells through capillaries. These studies showed that the capillary radius and
cell spacing are significant in determination of discharge hematocrit and apparent
viscosity of the one-dimensional suspension. Zhao and coworkers [66] developed a
spectral boundary integral method for simulating large number of blood cells flowing
in complex geometries. They modeled the cells as finite deformation elastic mem-
branes containing a higher viscosity fluid than the surrounding plasma. The surface
integrals were evaluated using an O(NlogN) particle- mesh Ewald (PME) approach.
They used this model to simulate axisymmetric flows and also flow of blood cells at
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30% volume fractions in tubes.
1.2.2 Capsule Dynamics in Non-Cylindrical Channels
In the field of microfluidics, a number of diagnostic devices and devices for
capsule fabrication applications, are based on square and rectangular microchannels.
But very few numerical studies have been conducted in order to investigate the flow
dynamics of capsules in non-cylindrical channels.
Cordeiro and coworkers [9] experimentally studied the deformation and ad-
hesion of polyelectrolyte capsules in a parallel plate flow chamber. Prevot and
coworkers [48] designed a microfluidic system to study the behavior of polyelec-
trolyte capsules flowing in microchannels. Plastic deformation was observed when
the capsule passes through the constriction. Fiddes and coworkers [20] investigated
the flow dynamics of microgel capsules in topographically patterned microchannel
experimentally. They investigated the effects of confinement, interaction between
microgels and the channel surface and the velocities of microgels. They found that
the wall surface charges effect the capsule velocity.
The lattice Boltzmann method has been used to study capsules in microfluidics
[67, 26, 57, 58]. Zhu and coworkers [68, 67] studied a two-dimensional capsule driven
through a 2-D microchannel with constriction by a pressure gradient in the lateral
direction. They used a hybrid method integrating lattice Boltzmann and lattice
spring methods to investigate how the compliance of both the particles and the
confining walls affect the ability of the particles to become trapped within a pore
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or constriction. They found that non-adhesive capsules moving through confined
region experience a greater speedup with decreasing stiffness.
Bagchi [4] used the immersed boundary method to study the motion of an
isolated cell and multiple cells through a two-dimensional rectangular channel. He
modeled the cells as biconcave discs and the membrane was modeled as neo-Hookean
and the channel dimension was much larger than the cell dimension. He found that
the deformation decreases with increasing viscosity ratio and elastic resistance of the
membrane. Doddi and Bagchi [13] studied the lateral migration of capsule between
parallel plates. They found that the deformation of capsule increases with increas-
ing capillary number and capsule size but decreases with increasing viscosity ratio.
Lefebvre and coworkers [34] used the results from simulation of capsule motion in
cylindrical tube to predict the elastic properties of capsules in microfluidic channels.
There approach is suitable only for smaller capsules. Also microfluidic channels are
mostly rectangular and hence this method is not applicable.
The above-mentioned studies use two-dimensional models for investigating the
capsule motion and deformation. Griggs, Zinchenko and Davis [22] studied the
motion of three-dimensional drops between two parallel planes in a low-Reynolds-
number Poiseuille flow. They used a boundary-integral algorithm that employs
Green’s functions. They focused primarily on cases where drop size is comparable to
the channel height. They found that at smaller capillary numbers the drops tend to
maintain a nearly spherical shape. But as the capillary number increases, they found
that the drop shape becomes non-axisymmetric at steady state and have a posterior
dimple. They also found a significant effect of viscosity ratio on the drop velocity
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and deformation. So far, to our knowledge the only three-dimensional computational
study on the motion of capsule in non-axisymmetric geometry was conducted by
Doddi and Bagchi [14]. They studied the dynamics of capsule in Poiseuille flow
between parallel plates using a three-dimensional model. They simulated a large
number of deformable cells and studied the trajectory and velocity fluctuation of
individual cells using the immersed boundary method. For an initially spherical
cell with size ratio of 0.8 they found that the front and rear ends of the cell become
convex and concave, respectively, and sharp cusps develop at the trailing edges. But
their study was limited to cells smaller than the channel.
In this thesis, we study elastic membranes with shearing and area-dilatation
resistance but negligible bending resistance. This class represents a wide range of
artificial capsules. Experimental findings for biocompatible alginate capsules [6],
synthetic polysiloxane [24] and aminomethacrylate capsules [42] compare very well
with theoretical models that ignore bending resistance. Therefore, several earlier
theoretical investigations have focused on this class of problems, e.g. [44, 50, 52, 28,
29]. To a great extent, this model also applies to the human red blood cells where the
interior hemoglobin solution is enclosed by a multi-layer membrane whose reduced
bending modulus (with respect to its shearing resistance) is O(10−3) [40, 52]. In
this thesis, we study in detail the motion and deformation of capsules in cylindrical,
square and rectangular channels. Our motivation is to study the capsule shape and
flow properties in confined geometries. The deformed shape of capsule is of much
importance in various microfluidic device such as sorting devices, capsule fabrication
etc. Also, the deformability of red blood cells is an important factor enabling the
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cells to carry out its various physiological functions. Many diseases like malaria
changes the deformability of red blood cells and this results in inefficiency of these
cells. Hence in this thesis we investigate the steady state shapes for different channel
geometries for both small capsules and larger capsules with radius larger than the
radius of the channel. In order to capture non-axisymmetric deformation we employ
a three-dimensional model of the capsule flow. Our study has revealed that in
case of rectangular microchannels the deformation is non-axisymmetric with three-
dimensional effects. Capsules of size larger than the channel dimension deforming
in square channels assume the shape of the channel. The results of this study may
be useful in the design and operation of microfluidic devices.
1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 discusses the mathematical formulation of the problem including
the relevant boundary integral equations. A brief description of the numerical im-
plementation using the spectral boundary element method for membranes is also
provided. The definition of geometric and physical parameters of the problem is
also given in this chapter.
In Chapter 3, we investigate in detail the flow dynamics of microcapsules in
square microchannels. We validate our methodology for the wall bounded flow by
studying the capsule motion in cylindrical channel. We study the flow dynamics in
a square channel and determine the effect of various parameters on the motion and
deformation. In Chapter 4, we study the capsule flow dynamics in a rectangular
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microchannel. Our motive was to investigate the effect of highly non-axisymmetric
geometry on capsule deformation. We also present a comparative study of the
capsule dynamics in square and rectangular channel. We study in detail both the
transient and steady-state properties and how the various parameters affect these
properties. In Chapter 5, we examine the capsule dynamics in a converging square
channel. We study the transient properties for a capsule in the converging channel
and investigate the effect of viscosity ratio, capsule size and capillary number on
these properties.
In Chapter 6, we investigate the effect of a bump in the microchannel on the
hemodynamic forces on a solid sphere which is representative of a leukocyte and





In this thesis, we study the capsule flow dynamics in microfluidics and the
hemodynamic forces on blood cells in microvessels. Both of these studies are char-
acterized by small length scales resulting in low Reynolds number Re. For small
values of Re, the Navier-Stokes equation reduces to Stokes equation and hence our
problem consists of solving the Stokes equation. Thus we use the boundary in-
tegral method for solving the Stokes equation. In this chapter the mathematical
formulation and numerical algorithm is described.
2.1 Mathematical Formulation
We consider a volume of fluid 1 bounded by a surface SB as shown in fig-
ure 2.1. Assuming low-Reynolds-number flows, the governing equations are the
Stokes equations and continuity,
∇ · σ ≡ −∇p + µ∇2u = 0 (1)
∇ · u = 0 (2)
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the control volume.
where σ is the stress tensor, p the dynamic pressure, µ the viscosity of the fluid
and u the fluid velocity. By introducing the fundamental solutions Sij and Tijk for
the three-dimensional Stokes equation (1) and continuity (2), and then integrating
over the fluid volume, the velocity at a point xo on the surface is expressed by the






[S(x̂) · f(x) − µ T (x̂) · u(x) · n(x)] dS (3)













where x̂ = x−xo and r = |x̂|. Equation (3) relates the velocity u at each point x0
on the boundary S as a surface integral of the force vector f = n·σ and the velocity
u over all points x on the same boundary. The unit normal vector n points into the
domain volume surrounded by the boundary SB as shown in figure 2.1. A detailed
derivation may be found in Pozrikidis [83]. The above equation solves for the fluid
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flow inside a specific boundary SB as shown in figure 2.1. Similarly the boundary








[S(x̂) · f (x) − µ T (x̂) · u(x) · n(x)] dS (6)
where n points out of the boundary SB and u
∞ is the undisturbed velocity in the
absence of the volume V . Both the inner and the outer equations are used to solve
the flow dynamics in complex geometries in this thesis.
2.2 Effect of Bump in a Microchannel
We consider a three-dimensional cell attached to the inner surface of a vessel
as illustrated in figure 2.2 and a leukocyte above it at the center of the vessel. The
center of the cell and the leukocyte are on the same vertical line. The vessel is
modeled as a cylindrical tube with radius R and half length L. The leukocyte is
modeled as a solid sphere of radius Rs. The attached cell is modeled as a spherical
cap with radius a. The cell size is specified by its volume V or equivalently by the







Stokes flow of a Newtonian fluid around the bump is assumed. The leukocyte is
enclosed by a closed boundary of fluid and cylinder wall and hence equation (3)
applies to our study of the effect of bump in a microchannel on the hydrodynamic
forces on the leukocyte. The undisturbed flow far from the cell is a Poiseuille flow
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a bump in a microvessel with a leukocyte moving along
the centerline.
u∞ = (u∞x , 0, 0) with
u∞x = U(1 −
(y2 + z2)
R2
), u∞y = 0, u
∞
z = 0 (8)
where U is the (maximum) velocity at the centerline. Hence the boundary condition
at the cylinder ends is given by
u = u∞ as x → ±∞ (9)
At the solid boundary the no-slip condition applies,
u = 0 on the solid boundary (10)
2.3 A Capsule in a Microfluidic Channel
We consider a three-dimensional capsule with an elastic interface moving
through a microchannel as shown in figure 2.3. The interior (fluid 1) and exte-
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of a capsule moving along the centerline of a square mi-
crochannel.
rior (fluid 2) are Newtonian, with viscosity λµ and λ. The capsule size is specified
by its volume V or equivalently by the radius a of a sphere of volume V = (4π/3)a3.
The channel’s half length is ℓx. For a cylindrical channel, the radius of cross-section
is R while for square or rectangular channels, the half- lengths of the cross-section
are ℓy and ℓz.
For a capsule with surface Sc moving through a microfluidic channel or vessel,
bounded by the fluid domain Sf and the solid surface Ss as shown in figure 2.3,
the velocity at any point x0 on the system surface can be obtained by combining













(S · f − µ T · u · n) dS (11)
where Ω = 4πµ(1 + λ) for xo on the capsule interface Sc, while Ω = 4πµ on the
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fluid boundary Sf and the solid boundary Ss. This equation relates the velocity u
at each point x0 on the boundary as a surface integral of the force f = n · σ and
the velocity u over all points x on the same boundary.
Owing to the no-slip condition at the interface, the time evolution of the





The boundary conditions on the solid wall Sw and the fluid boundary Sf far
away from the capsule are given by
u = 0 on the solid surface Sw (13)
u = u∞ on the fluid surface Sf (14)
where u∞ is the undisturbed velocity in the tube or channel. For the case of a
cylindrical channel, the velocity at the ends is the Poiseuille velocity given by the
equation (8).


























































where ℓy is the width and ℓz is the height of the channel. From equation (19) the



















At the capsule interface Sc, the velocity is continuous and the surface stress
vector ∆f is defined using the stress tensor σ and the surface unit normal n pointing
into fluid 2,
u = u1 = u2 (21)
∆f ≡ n · (σ2 − σ1) (22)
where the subscripts designate quantities evaluated in fluids 1 and 2.
To produce a closed system of equations, the surface stress ∆f is determined
from the membrane dynamics. The membrane description is based on the well-
established continuum approach and the theory of thin shells [16]. The surface
stress on the membrane is determined by the in-plane stresses, i.e. ∆f = −∇s ·
τ , where the in-plane stress tensor τ is described using a constitutive law which
relates τ ’s eigenvalues (or principal elastic tensions τPβ , β = 1, 2) with the principal
stretch ratios λβ. The constitutive law depends on the material composition of the
membrane [45, 16].
The Skalak material law describing certain biological capsules (such as red
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(λ21 − 1 + Cλ
2
2[(λ1λ2)
2 − 1]) (23)
(To calculate τP2 , reverse the λβ subscripts.) In the equation above, Gs is the
shearing modulus while C is a dimensionless area-dilatation modulus (scaled with
the shearing modulus). Analysis in the limit of small deformations shows that the
area-dilatation modulus is K = Gs(1 + 2C) while the surface Young modulus is
Es = 2Gs(1 + 2C)/(1 + C) [45].
In addition we assume that the capsule is subjected to a positive osmotic pres-
sure difference p(0). For artificial capsules, a positive pressure difference may occur
between inside and outside due to inflation or dilation of the internal medium or
due to osmotic effects [29]. Risso, Colle-Paillot and Zagzoule [51] conducted experi-
ments with artificial capsules and found that the deformed profiles do not agree with
the numerical results. It was later found that the capsules studied experimentally
were subjected to internal prestress due to osmotic phenomena and the application
of prestress resulted in agreement between experimental and numerical results [33].
Following Lac and Barthès-Biesel [29], we define the prestress parameter αp such
that all lengths in the undeformed capsule would be scaled by (1 + α), relative to
the reference shape. This is mathematically equivalent to scaling the stretch ratios
by (1 + αp)[17]. For most of our studies, we have used a prestress αp = 0.05 which
implies that the undeformed capsule would be 5% larger than the reference shape.
In this case, the initial membrane tension owing to prestress is τ0/Gs ≈ 0.34.
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Figure 2.4: Definition of the geometric and physical parameters of a capsule moving
along the centerline of a microchannel.
2.4 Definition of Physical Variables for Channel Flow
In order to quantify and compare the capsule deformation and dynamics in
flow, we consider the transient evolution and steady-state values of several geomet-
ric and physical variables. To quantify the capsule deformation we monitor the
capsule’s longest and shortest semi-axes, L and S respectively. These semi-axes are
determined as the maximum and minimum distance from the capsule centroid to
the interface by employing a Newton method for the optimization problems. The
actual capsule dimensions in the x, y, and z directions (Lx, Ly and Lz) are also
calculated using a Newton method for the optimization. Because of the parachute
shape formed during the capsule motion, we also monitor the length of the front
Lposx and rear L
neg
x tip of the capsule from the capsule centroid.
During the capsule deformation, the interfacial curvature undergoes significant
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changes and hence we monitor the curvature at the tips as well as the minimum and
maximum curvature along the interfacial profile with the planes y = 0 and z = 0.
We calculate the curvature at the downstream and upstream edges of the capsule
(i.e. its intersections with the x-axis). The curvatures are determined along the
capsule’s z = 0 profile (i.e. the cross-section of the capsule surface with the z = 0
plane). In addition, we determine the maximum curvature along the capsule’s z = 0
and y = 0 profile; to do this, from the actual spectral grid we interpolate spectrally
to a dense grid with NB = 15 basis points and find the higher value of the curvature
among the spectral discretization points of the dense grid along the desired capsule’s
profile.
In this study, we assume that the flow rate Q (or average undisturbed velocity
U) inside the channel is fixed. Thus we apply velocity boundary conditions at the
channel’s inlet and outlet and we solve for the fluid force at the channel ends. The
fluid pressure at the channel’s inlet and outlet, Pin and Pout, is determined as the










(Note that although we have chosen this way to determine the pressure at the
channel ends, our computational results show that the fluid normal force, or pressure,
at each channel end is constant to at least 4 significant digits among the spectral
discretization points.) The pressure difference at the channel ends is ∆P = Pin−Pout
and we also calculate the additional pressure difference owing to the presence of the
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capsule in the channel,
∆P+ = ∆P − ∆P nc (25)
where ∆P nc is the pressure difference at the channel ends when no capsule is present
in the channel. As the capsule moves in the channel, its volume-average velocity is











(u · n) x dS (26)
There are three dimensionless groups involved in the description of capsule
flow dynamics in a channel: the viscosity ratio λ, area-dilatation modulus C and
the capillary number Ca. Our membrane description involves two moduli, one for
shearing and one for area-dilatation. The area-dilatation modulus C is dimensionless
(scaled with the shearing modulus Gs). The shearing modulus Gs introduces the
(elastic) capillary number (i.e. a ratio of viscous flow forces to resistive elastic forces





In this study, if no scale is present, the half-length ℓz of the channel cross-
section is used as the length scale, the velocity is scaled with the average undisturbed
velocity U , and thus time is scaled with ℓz/U . In addition, the pressure is scaled
with µU/ℓz and the membrane tensions with Gs.
2.5 Numerical Implementation
We utilize the Interfacial Spectral Boundary Element algorithm for membranes
developed by Dodson and Dimitrakopoulos [16] for free-suspended capsules to study
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capsules in wall-bounded flows. This method has been used for studying the dy-
namics of strain-hardening and strain-softening capsules in strong planar extensional
flows [16, 15] as well as the dynamics of erythrocytes in strong shear flows [17]. In this
method, the numerical solution of the boundary integral equation (11) is achieved
through the spectral boundary element method [76, 62, 12]. Briefly, each boundary
is divided into a moderate number of surface elements which are parameterized by
two variables ξ and η on the square interval [−1, 1]2. The geometry and physical
variables are discretized using Lagrangian interpolation in terms of these parametric
variables. The base points (ξi, ηi) for the interpolation are chosen as the zeros of
orthogonal polynomials of Gauss-type. This is equivalent to an orthogonal polyno-
mial expansion and yields the spectral convergence associated with such expansions.
The discretizations are substituted into the appropriate boundary integrals and the
quadratures are evaluated using adaptive Gaussian quadrature.
The boundary integral equation (11) admits two different types of points. The
collocation points x0 where the equation is required to hold and the basis points
x where the physical variables u and f are specified or determined. The spectral
boundary element method as implemented here employs collocation points x0 of
Legendre–Gauss quadrature, i.e. in the interior of the elements. As a result the
boundary integral equation holds even for singular elements, i.e. the elements which
contain the corners of the channel geometry. In addition, we use basis points x
of Legendre–Gauss–Lobatto quadrature, and thus the physical variables are deter-
mined in the interior and on the edges of the spectral elements [12, 62]. For the
time integration, we employed the 2nd-order Runge-Kutta scheme with a typical
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time step ∆t = 0.5 × 10−3.
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Chapter 3
Motion of an Elastic Capsule in a Square
Microfluidic Channel
In this chapter, we study the wall-bounded motion of a capsule in a microfluidic
channel with a square cross-section. To our knowledge there are no numerical studies
for capsule flow in microchannels of square cross-section for three-dimensional flows.
Square microchannels have been used in microfluidics as separation and sorting
devices, for capsule formation and also for experimental investigations. Abkarian,
Faivre and Stone [2] used a microfluidic constriction of square cross-section to study
the deformation of red blood cells. They observed that the cell translates along the
channel and eventually adopts the characteristic “parachute” shape. They also used
a similar channel to design a differential manometer [1]. Hence, here we study in
detail the flow dynamics of capsules in microchannels with square cross-section.
First, we present the validation of our methodology for capsule dynamics in
wall-bounded flows by comparing our results with previous studies conducted in
cylindrical channels. Next, we investigate the motion and deformation of a capsule
in a square channel and study in detail how the various parameters affect the cap-
sule flow dynamics in a square channel. We also present a comparison of capsule
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deformation in cylindrical and square cross-section channel in order to see the effects
of the channel’s cross-section on capsule deformation.
3.1 Problem Description
We consider an initially spherical Skalak capsule with scaled area-dilation
modulus C = 1, moving along the centerline of a straight microchannel. Three-
dimensional views of the problem geometry are shown in figure 3.1. The capsule
interior (fluid 1) and exterior (fluid 2) are Newtonian fluids, with viscosities λµ and
µ, and the same density. The capsule size is specified by its volume V or equivalently
by the radius a of a sphere of volume V = (4π/3)a3. For capsules with size a > Ls
where Ls is the half-length of the channel dimension, the initial droplet shape is
defined as a prolate spheroid with two minor semi-axes and a major semi-axis. Far
from the capsule, the flow approaches the undisturbed flow, which for a tube is given
by the Poiseuille equation u∞ = 2U (1 − (y2 + z2)/R2, 0, 0) where U is the average
velocity. For a square channel, the undisturbed flow far from the capsule is a steady
unidirectional flow [65] given by equation (17).
Assuming low-Reynolds-number flows, the governing equations in both fluids
are Stokes equations and continuity. The associated boundary integral equation
(11) has been described in Chapter 2. The numerical solution of the boundary
integral equation is achieved by employing the spectral boundary element method
for membranes, which has been described in detail in Chapter 2.
The surface discretization of the geometry is illustrated in figure 3.1. For
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Figure 3.1: Spectral boundary element discretization of system surface:(a) solid
surface of the channel along with the fluid surface at the channel end, (b) top view
of the entire geometry after removing the channel’s top side, and (c) capsule surface.
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capsule in square channel, the computations were performed with a discretization
employing NE = 36 elements. The capsule surface, by being projected onto a cube,
is divided into a total of 6 elements as shown in figure 3.1(c). The spectral element
discretization of the channel surface follows the capsule’s center of mass. The chan-
nel surface in the capsule vicinity is divided into a row of one spectral element per
channel side (i.e. a total of four elements) with half-size equal to lz. The channel
surface is divided into four rows of four elements each; the length of each row progres-
sively increases with the distance from the capsule surface as seen in figure 3.1(a).
The channel surface (which formally should extend to infinity) has a half length lx
equal to 20 times the half-size of cross-sectional dimension lz. Finally the channel’s
inlet and outlet are discretized into one element as shown in figure 3.1(a). In this
study we mostly utilized NB = 12 -14 basis points i.e. a total number of spectral
points for the entire geometry N = NEN
2
B = 5184-7056.
For capsule in cylindrical channel, the computations were performed with a
discretization employing NE = 30 elements. The upstream and downstream channel
surface is divided in the same manner as the square channel described above. The
channel’s inlet and outlet are discretized into five elements each.
The problem studied admits three symmetry planes, y=0, z=0 and y=z. Thus
the memory requirements are reduced by a factor of 82, the computational time for
the system matrices by a factor of 8 and the solution time via direct solvers of the
linear systems by a factor of 83. There are two dimensionless groups involved in
the description of capsule flow dynamics in a channel: the viscosity ratio λ and
the capillary number Ca. Our membrane description involves two moduli, one
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for shearing and one for area dilatation. The shearing modulus Gs introduces the
(elastic) capillary number (i.e. a ratio of viscous flow forces to resistive elastic forces





where U is the average undisturbed velocity in the channel.
3.2 Validation
In this section we validate our method for capsule dynamics in wall-bounded
flows by studying the capsule dynamics in a cylindrical tube and comparing with
previous computational and experimental results. Axisymmetric flow of capsules in
cylindrical tubes has been the subject of several numerical and experimental studies
in the past. Capsule moving in a cylindrical channel being a representative of flow-
ing cells in the microcirculation is one of the main motivating factor for such studies.
Lefebvre and Barthès-Biesel [33] used the boundary integral method to study the
motion of capsules in a cylindrical tube. Their model is valid for axisymmetric flows
and they were able to reproduce the results from the experimental studies of Risso,
Collè-Paillot and Zagzoule [51]. Risso et al. carried out an experimental investiga-
tion of bioartificial capsules flowing in tube. Secomb, Styp-Rekowska and Pries [53]
investigated the flow of cells in microvessels experimentally using glass capillaries
and numerically using a two-dimensional model for red blood cell deformation in
microvessel.
To validate our method, we use our three-dimensional membrane algorithm,
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determine the capsule motion along the centerline of a cylindrical tube and compare
our results with published results for capsule motion in cylindrical tubes [33]. All
comparisons have shown that our results are in very good agreement with earlier
results from axisymmetric methodologies. For example, in tube flow and for a Skalak
capsule with size a = 0.8, prestress αp = 0.025 and capillary number Ca = 0.2, we
found Lx = 1.68 and Ly = 1.52, while for a = 0.9, αp = 0.1 and Ca = 0.24 we found
Lx = 2.03 and Ly = 1.60; both results are in very good agreement with the results of
Lefebvre and Barthès-Biesel [33] shown in their figures 4 and 7. The capsule profiles
are also in very good agreement as we verified via figure superposition. Figure 3.2
shows the steady-state profile along the z = 0 plane of a Skalak capsule with size
a = 0.9, capillary number Ca = 0.24 and viscosity ratio λ = 1, moving along the
centerline of a cylindrical channel. The solid line is the result obtained using our
method while the diamonds are the result from Lefebvre and Barthès-Biesel [33].
Lefebvre and Barthès-Biesel also reported in their table 1 that, for prestress αp =
0.05 and capsule size a = 0.8, the rear curvature changes sign when Ca = 0.1; we
also found the same as shown in our figure 3.12.
3.3 Effects of the Capsule Size on the Steady-State Proper-
ties
In this section we collect our steady-state results on the geometric and physical
variables of interest, described earlier in Chapter 2, as a function of the capsule size
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Figure 3.2: The steady-state profile along the z = 0 plane of a Skalak capsule with
size a = 0.9, viscosity ratio λ = 1 and capillary number Ca = 0.24 moving along the
centerline of a cylindrical channel. The prestress is αp= 10. The diamonds represent
the results from Lefebvre and Barthès-Biesel [33].
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capsules with prestress αp = 0.05 and size a = 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.3, i.e. both smaller and
larger than the channel width ℓz. To obtain these steady-state results, for capsules
with size a < 1 we initiated our computations from a spherical capsule at the channel
centerline and computed the capsule dynamics for viscosity ratio λ = 1 until times
t = 10–20, i.e. well-past steady-state. For capsules with size a ≥ 1, we did the
same but we initiated our computations from an ellipsoidal capsule with width near
0.95 and appropriate length (greater than unity) to account for the specific capsule
volume.
To facilitate the comparison of the channel flow with that in a cylindrical tube,
we include our results for tube motion in several figures in this section. However
our discussion on these comparisons is presented at this end of this section. It is
of interest to note that as the capsule size a increases, negative tensions appear
near steady state and cause numerical instability, i.e. the specific prestress used in
our study (αp = 0.05) is not adequate to enforce positive membrane tensions at
sufficiently large capsules. Thus for this prestress we are unable to determine stable
steady-state shapes for size a ≥ 1.4 for channel flow and a ≥ 1.2 for tube flow.
Figure 3.3 shows the effects of the capsule size a on the steady-state capsule
dimensions. The capsule length Lx shows a monotonic increase with a while its width
Lz, after an initial fast increase, slows down as it reaches the channel width. It is of
interest to note that both dimensions increase identically until size a ≈ 0.9 and then
their behavior diverges. For higher capsule sizes, as the capsule width Lz is restricted
by the channel width, the capsule length Lx increases faster to accommodate the
capsule’s larger volume. Considering the downstream and upstream parts of the
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capsule length in figure 3.3(b), we see that after an initial common increase, the
upstream length Lux increases slower for sizes 0.5 . a . 0.9, and then shows a fast
increase similar to that of the downstream length Ldx.
To explain the behavior of the upstream length Lux, it is beneficial to see the
steady-state y = 0 profiles of small and large capsules plotted in figure 3.4(a, c).
For small capsule sizes a . 0.4, the hydrodynamic forces associated with the flow
rate Ca = 0.1 are weak and cause minimal deformation; thus the capsule is nearly
spherical. For moderate capsule sizes 0.5 . a . 0.9, the length Lx and the width
Lz are practically equal to their undisturbed value 2a; however the hydrodynamics
forces are stronger and cause the capsule to deform into a shape which is rounded
in front and blunted in the rear. Because of this interfacial deformation, the capsule
centroid is shifted to the back, i.e. its upstream length Lux decreases with respect to
its downstream length Ldx. For size a ≈ 0.9, the capsule width Ly has reached the
channel’s width and further increase is limited owing to the strong hydrodynamics
forces in the gap between the capsule surface and the wall. The capsule obtains a
bullet-like shape and further increase in its size results mainly in a length increase,
and thus increases of both downstream and upstream parts of the capsule length.
Looking at the x = 0 profile of the different capsules included in figure 3.4(b,
d), we observe that the capsule remains axisymmetric until a ≈ 0.8. At higher sizes,
the capsule’s x = 0 profile becomes a square with rounded corners, especially for the
larger capsules, as seen in figure 3.4(d). Thus, the capsule interface becomes parallel
to the channels walls and rounded at the channel’s corners. This development clearly






























Figure 3.3: Steady-state capsule lengths as a function of the capsule’s size a for a
Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and capillary number Ca = 0.1, in a square
channel (——) and a cylindrical tube (– – –). (a) Capsule lengths Lx/2 and Lz/2.











































Figure 3.4: Steady-state profile of a Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and cap-
illary number Ca = 0.1 in a square channel. (a) Capsule y = 0 profile (i.e. interface
intersection with the plane x = 0) for size a = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9. (b) As in
(a) but for x = 0 profile. (c) Capsule y = 0 profile for size a = 0.9, 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3.
(d) As in (c) but for x = 0 profile. (e) Interface intersection with the planes
x = −1,−0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 for size a = 1.3. All profiles are shown with centroid
xc = 0.
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axisymmetric (i.e. fully three-dimensional) for capsule sizes a ≥ 0.9, and therefore
it is expected to deviate from its behavior in cylindrical tubes.
It is of interest to note that this non-axisymmetric interfacial deformation is
associated mainly with the capsule’s upstream portion (i.e. from its centroid to its
real end), and not with its downstream portion which remains axisymmetric. To
show this, in figure 3.4(e) we plot the capsule’s interface intersection with different
x-planes (with respect to the capsule centroid). The profiles at x = 1, 1.5 are circular
and thus the downstream portion of the capsule is like a cylindrical cap.
The three-dimensional shapes of two large capsules with size a = 1.1, 1.3 are
shown in figure 3.5. Beyond the dimple with negative curvature which occurs at the
capsule’s rear end, we also observe the development of dimples at the capsule lateral
surface and near its rear, at each side of the channel. This lateral dimple is also
shown in the capsule profiles in figure 3.4(d). Similar lateral dimples can be seen
in the experimental photos (i.e. capsule profiles) of large capsules moving in square
microfluidic channels in the recent work of Lefebvre et al. [34]. (See figures 10
and 11 in the earlier study.) In addition, lateral dimples have also been found
on large capsules moving in cylindrical tubes, in experimental and computational
studies, although in this case the dimple is, obviously, axisymmetric [49, 51].
Figure 3.6(a) shows the effects of the capsule size on the steady-state scaled
curvature at the downstream and upstream edges of the capsule (i.e. its intersections
with the x-axis). Note that the curvatures are scaled with the curvature of the
undisturbed spherical shape, and thus this figure is more suited for the capsules with
size smaller than the channel’s width. This plot shows that even at small sizes a ≤
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Figure 3.5: Steady-state shape of a Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and
capillary number Ca = 0.1 in a square channel. Capsule’s size: (a) a = 1.1, and (b)
a = 1.3.
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0.4, the capsule downstream edge becomes more pointed while the opposite happens
at its upstream edge. (Note that this small deformation cannot be observed in the
capsule profiles shown in figure 3.4(a).) For moderate capsule sizes 0.4 ≤ a ≤ 0.9,
the significant capsule deformation shown earlier in figure 3.4(a) is associated with a
faster increase of the curvature at the downstream edge and a faster decrease of the
curvature at the upstream edge. Thus the downstream edge becomes more pointed
(relatively to the undisturbed spherical shape) while the upstream edge flattens as
seen in the profiles of figure 3.4(a). Note that a dimple with negative curvature has
been developed at the rear end of the capsule with size a = 0.9.
In figure 3.6(b) we present the variation with the capsule size of the (unscaled)
curvature at the downstream and upstream edges of the capsule. Thus this figure is
more suited for the larger capsules where the capsule covers almost the entire channel
width. This plot shows that for large capsules, e.g. a ≥ 0.9, the curvature at the
downstream edge decreases slightly only with the capsule size (i.e. it is practically
independent of the size a). Similar is the variation of the curvature at the upstream
edge which becomes slightly more negative with the capsule size.
Figure 3.6(c) shows the maximum curvature along the capsule’s z = 0 profile
(scaled with the curvature of the undisturbed spherical shape). This figure shows
that the variation of the maximum profile curvature with the capsule size is divided
into three distinct areas owing to the corresponding types of capsule profiles shown
earlier in figure 3.4. In particular, for small sizes, a . 0.4, the maximum curvature
occurs at the downstream edge of the nearly spherical capsules. For moderate sizes,














































































Figure 3.6: Steady-state capsule curvatures as a function of the capsule’s size a
for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and capillary number Ca = 0.1, in
a square channel (——) and a cylindrical tube (– – –). (a) Scaled curvature at the
downstream and upstream edges of the capsule (i.e. its intersections with the x-axis).
The curvatures are determined along capsule’s z = 0 profile (i.e. the cross-section of
the capsule surface with the z = 0 plane). (b) As in (a) but for unscaled curvatures.
(c) Maximum scaled curvature along the capsule’s z = 0 profile. In (a) and (c) the
curvatures are scaled with the curvature of the undisturbed spherical shape.
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development of the tail at the capsule rear and close to the walls. Finally, for
large sizes, a & 1, a further increase of the maximum curvature occurs owing to
the development of the lateral dimple near the capsule rear. Thus, large capsules
develop at their rear tail and close to the walls, pointed local areas characterized by
a local length scale (or radius of curvature) which is of O(10) higher than the capsule
size, as we also found for moderate-size capsules at high flow rates in section 3.4.
We now turn our attention to properties associated with the entire capsule
deformation, and in figure 3.7 we present the variation with the size a of the capsule’s
surface area Sc and the maximum principal tension τ
P
max on the membrane. After
an initial slow increase at small capsule sizes, both properties increase fast with the
capsule size for large capsules. Even for the large capsules studied in this section,
the maximum tension τPmax at steady-state is always located at the downstream
element of the capsule, along the z = 0 (or y = 0) profile and between the capsule
downstream tip and the element end. Therefore this location is the most probable
to rupture when a capsule flows in a microchannel.
Figure 3.8 shows the steady-state variation with the capsule size a of the
volume-average capsule velocity Ux and the additional pressure difference ∆P
+ as
well as the minimum distance h between the capsule surface and the channel’s walls.
In contrast to the insensitivity of these variables with the flow rate Ca found in
section 3.4, now we observe that the capsule velocity Ux decreases and the pressure
drop ∆P+ increases significantly as the capsule size increases owing to the smaller
gap h between the capsule surface and the walls. It is of interest to note that
































Figure 3.7: Steady-state capsule properties as a function of the capsule’s size a for
a Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and capillary number Ca = 0.1, in a square
channel (——) and a cylindrical tube (– – –). (a) Surface area of the capsule at
steady state Sc (scaled with the surface area S
0
c of the undisturbed spherical shape).
(b) Maximum principal tension τPmax among the spectral discretization points on the
membrane.
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channel’s undisturbed average velocity U and cause a very significant pressure drop
in the channel.
3.3.1 Comparison with Flow in a Cylindrical Tube
As shown in figure 3.3, the behavior of the capsule lengths in tube flow for
increasing capsule size is similar to that in the channel. In the latter geometry, large
capsules are less deformed, and thus less extended in the flow direction and more
extended laterally, owing to the existence of the corners’ area which permits flow of
the surrounding flow and thus causes less deformation on the capsule.
Figure 3.6(a, b) shows that the curvature at the downstream edge is practically
the same for both solid systems. The same is true for the curvature at the upstream
edge until sizes near a = 0.8; for higher capsule sizes, the upstream curvature
is practically constant in tube flow but decreases into higher negative values in
channel flow. This behavior in the tube is consistent with the results of Lefebvre and
Barthès-Biesel [33] who showed at their table 1 that for capsule sizes a = 0.8, 0.9, 1
the upstream curvature is practically zero for a fixed capillary number and not very
small prestress. (In particular for Ca = 0.1 when αp = 0.05 and Ca = 0.2 when
αp = 0.1.)
The identical curvature evolution at the downstream edge in both solid sys-
tems can be understood since in both systems the downstream portion of the capsule
remains axisymmetric as we show for the channel flow in figure 3.4(e). On the other






































Figure 3.8: Steady-state capsule properties as a function of the capsule’s size a for
a Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and capillary number Ca = 0.1, in a square
channel (——) and a cylindrical tube (– – –). (a) Capsule velocity Ux. (b) Additional
pressure drop ∆P+. (c) Minimum distance h between the capsule surface and the
channel’s walls.
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sule sizes can be attributed to the development of the (non-axisymmetric) rounded
square shape of the upstream portion of the capsule for sizes a ≥ 0.9 as shown in
figure 3.4(d). For the same reason, a large capsule in a tube flow does not show as
high maximum profile curvature as in a channel (figure 3.6(c)).
The higher interfacial deformation in the tube flow for large capsules results
in a higher surface-area increase and higher membrane tensions as seen in figure 3.7.
Figure 3.8(a) shows that a capsule in a tube has always lower velocity than in a
channel while this difference decreases at large capsule sizes. We note that in this
figure the velocity is scaled with the average fluid velocity U which is an appropriate
scale mainly for large capsules. (As shown in this figure, small-size capsules travel
with the maximum fluid velocity while large capsules travel with a velocity closer
to the average fluid velocity.) Even when we scale our velocity findings with the
maximum fluid velocity in each solid system (not shown), we observe that small-
and moderate-size capsules travel slower in the tube. Owing to the existence of the
corners’ area, a capsule in a channel causes less fluid blocking, and thus a smaller
pressure drop compared to that in a tube, as shown in figure 3.8(b).
3.4 Effects of the Capillary Number on the Steady-State
Properties of Moderate-Size Capsules
In this section we collect our steady-state results on the geometric and physical
variables of interest, described earlier in Chapter 2, as a function of flow rate for
moderate-size capsules. In particular, we consider Skalak capsules with prestress
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αp = 0.05 and size a = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 (i.e. smaller than the channel size ℓz) and capillary
number Ca in the range [0, 0.5] (i.e. small and moderate flow rates). To obtain these
steady-state results we initiate our computations from a spherical capsule at the
channel centerline using viscosity ratio λ = 1 and compute the capsule dynamics
until times t = 10–20, i.e. well-past steady-state which usually is achieved around
time t = 2–4. Although the transient evolution is affected by the viscosity ratio,
at steady-state there is no flow inside the capsule and thus the steady-state capsule
properties are independent of the inner viscosity. For the same reason, the membrane
viscosity (if any), which is not accounted in our computations, does not affect the
capsule’s steady-state properties.
Figure 3.9 shows the effects of the capillary number on the steady-state capsule
dimensions for the three capsule sizes studied in this section. The capsule length
Lx/(2a) first decreases with the flow rate and then increases. For the three capsules
studied here, only the largest capsule with a = 0.8 achieves eventually a length
greater than its undisturbed size. On the other hand, the behavior of the capsule
width Lz depends on the capsule size. The two smaller capsules with a = 0.6, 0.7
increase slightly their width Lz/(2a) as the flow rate increases, however for a = 0.8
the capsule width Lz/(2a) is decreased with the flow rate. This behavior can be
attributed to the non-monotonic behavior of the capsule length Lx owing to the
preservation of the capsule volume.
Dividing the capsule length Lx into its downstream and upstream parts (based
on the capsule centroid), figure 3.9(b) shows that the capsule’s downstream length































Figure 3.9: Steady-state capsule lengths as a function of the capillary number Ca
for a Skalak capsule with C = 1 and αp = 0.05. (a) Capsule lengths Lx/(2a) and




x/a. Capsules sizes a: ⋄, 0.6; ◦, 0.7; 2, 0.8.
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that for the maximum capsule length L/a. In addition, the capsule upstream length
Lux/a first decreases with the flow rate and then increases. Therefore, figure 3.9(b)
suggests that the capsule’s flow dynamics can be divided into two parts: the down-
stream dynamics where a monotonic dependence (e.g. length increase) is found with
the flow rate, and the upstream part which is characterized by a more complicated
flow dynamics and which may affect the capsule entire geometry.
The effects of the capillary number on the downstream and upstream lengths
of the capsule, Ldx and L
u
x, can also be seen in the y = 0 profiles of a capsule
with size a = 0.8 presented in figure 3.10(a) since all these profiles have the same
centroid xc = 0. The monotonic increase of L
d
x/a with the flow rate results from the
relatively extension of the downstream tip of the capsule. On the other hand, the
late flow-rate increase of the upstream length Lux/a results from the development of
a pointed tail at the capsule rear close to the solid walls. Looking at the capsule
x = 0 profiles (i.e. perpendicular to the flow direction) presented in figure 3.10(b),
we observe that even for the largest capsule (size a = 0.8) and at the highest flow
rate (Ca = 0.5) studied in this section, the capsule remains almost axisymmetric.
This clearly suggests that the channel dynamics of capsules with sizes less than
the channel size and in small and moderate flow rates should be similar to their
dynamics in cylindrical tubes studied in earlier papers, e.g. [49, 51, 33].
For a better view of the three-dimensional capsule shape, in figure 3.11 we
present the steady-state capsule shape for size a = 0.8 and for capillary number
Ca = 0.1, 0.5. For each case, we plot the shape perpendicular to the flow direc-





















Figure 3.10: Steady-state capsule profile as a function of the capillary number Ca for
a Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and size a = 0.8. (a) Capsule y = 0 profile
(i.e. interface intersection with the plane x = 0) for Ca = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5
(b) Capsule x = 0 profile for Ca = 0, 0.1, 0.5. All profiles are shown with centroid
xc = 0.
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Figure 3.11: Steady-state shape of a Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and size
a = 0.8. Capillary number: (a) Ca = 0.1, and (b) Ca = 0.5.
dimensional views of the capsule shape presented in this paper were derived from
the actual spectral grid by spectrally interpolating to NB = 25 and using ortho-
graphic projection in plotting.
Figure 3.12 shows the effects of the flow rate Ca on the steady-state capsule
curvatures along the capsule’s z = 0 profile. As the flow rate increases, the capsule
downstream edge becomes more pointed while the scaled curvature there increases
slightly with the capsule size. At the same time, the capsule tends to decrease the
curvature at its upstream edge from a concave shape at small Ca towards a flat
edge and then a convex edge (with negative curvature) as the flow rate increases.
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(Both effects are also shown in the capsule y = 0 profiles presented in figure 3.10.)
For the three capsule sizes studied here, the transition to a convex edge occurs
around 0.1 ≤ Ca ≤ 0.2 and happens at a smaller flow rate as the capsule size
increases. After a slow increase at very small flow rates, the maximum curvature
along the capsule’s z = 0 profile increases linearly with the capillary number as seen
in figure 3.12(b). The scaled maximum curvature also increases with the capsule size.
Thus the capsule develops very pointed tails at its upstream section characterized
by a local length scale (or radius of curvature) which is of O(10) (or more) higher
than the capsule size for the maximum flow rate, Ca = 0.5, studied here.
Considering the variation of the capsule surface area Sc with the flow rate
(which can be regarded as an index of the entire capsule deformation), figure 3.13(a)
shows that after an initial slow increase at small flow rates, the steady-state surface
area Sc increases linearly with the capillary number while capsules with larger size
show a higher surface area increase. The same pattern is valid for the maximum
principal tension τPmax on the membrane as seen in figure 3.13(b). It is interesting
to note that the maximum tension τPmax at steady-state is always located at the
downstream element of the capsule, along the z = 0 (or y = 0) profile and between
the capsule downstream tip and the element end. Therefore this location is the most
probable to rupture when a capsule flows in a microchannel.
Figure 3.14 shows the steady-state variation with the flow rate of the volume-
average capsule velocity Ux and the additional pressure difference ∆P
+ as well as
the minimum distance h between the capsule surface and the channel’s walls. Note























































Figure 3.12: Steady-state capsule curvatures as a function of the capillary number
Ca for a Skalak capsule with C = 1 and αp = 0.05. (a) Curvature at the downstream
and upstream edges of the capsule (i.e. its intersections with the x-axis). The
curvatures are determined along capsule’s z = 0 profile (i.e. the cross-section of the
capsule surface with the z = 0 plane). (b) Maximum curvature along the capsule’s
z = 0 profile. All curvatures are scaled with the curvature of the undisturbed





































Figure 3.13: Steady-state capsule properties as a function of the capillary number
Ca for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and size a = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8. (a)
Surface area of the capsule Sc at steady state (scaled with the surface area S
0
c of
the undisturbed spherical shape). (b) Maximum principal tension τPmax among the
spectral discretization points on the membrane.
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e.g. dimple, is developed in the capsule’s lateral surface (i.e. between its upstream
and downstream section). All these variables are not affected much by the capillary
number for each of the three capsule sizes included in this figure. As the capsule
size a increases, the smaller distance h between the capsule surface and the walls
results in a slower capsule motion and in higher pressure drop.
3.4.1 Comparison with Flow in a Cylindrical Tube
As discuss previously in this section, owing to the nearly axisymmetric cross-
section in the flow direction, small and moderate capsules in square channels should
show dynamics similar to that in cylindrical tubes. In particular, similar (quali-
tative) behavior for the capsule’s length Lx, width Lx, and downstream and up-
stream curvatures were found in earlier experimental and computational studies,
e.g. [49, 51, 33]. For example, see figure 4 in the work by Lefebvre and Barthès-
Biesel [33] who considered the steady-state properties of capsules with prestress
αp = 0, 0.025, 0.1 and size a/R = 0.8 (where R is the tube radius). We note that
figure 11 of the earlier study shows that in cylindrical tubes the pressure drop in-
creases (almost) linearly with the capillary number Ca; this appears to contrast
with our results presented in figure 3.14(b). This difference results from the differ-
ent scales used for the pressure; in particular, the earlier study scaled the pressure
based on membrane properties (i.e. Gs/R) while we scale the pressure based on flow
properties (i.e. µ U/ℓz). Scaling the pressure as in our study, the results of Lefebvre















































Figure 3.14: Steady-state capsule properties as a function of the capillary number
Ca for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and size a = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8. (a)
Capsule velocity Ux. (b) Additional pressure difference ∆P
+. (c) Minimum distance
h between the capsule surface and the channel’s walls.
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rather insensitive to the capillary number for moderate-size capsules as also found
in our study.
The similarity of the channel and tube dynamics at moderate capsule sizes
motivated us to make detailed comparisons of the two cases to identify clearly their
similarities and possible differences. Since the earlier computational studies which
considered capsule dynamics in cylindrical tubes [49, 33] did not report results for
the prestress level used in this paper, we studied this problem for prestress αp = 0.05,
capsule size a = 0.8 and several flow rates using our (three-dimensional) membrane
algorithm. The spectral boundary element discretization of the tube wall was iden-
tical to that for the channel (i.e. we defined rows of four elements) while the tube’s
inlet and outlet were discretized into five elements each. For this system, the tube
radius R is used as the length scale while all rest parameters are defined as for
the channel problem reported in Chapter 2. Wherever possible, we have already
included our results for tube dynamics in figures discussed earlier in this section (to
reduce the number of additional figures).
Figure 3.15 shows the variation of the capsule lengths in channel and tube
flow. In the channel, the capsule is less deformed (i.e. it is less extended along the
flow direction and more extended laterally), for the same capillary number Ca, than
in the tube. The smaller interfacial deformation in the channel results from the
existence of the corners’ area which permits flow of the surrounding flow and thus
causes less deformation on the capsule. In a similar manner, the capsule in the tube
shows larger downstream and upstream lengths, Ldx and L
u
x, than in the channel.
Excluding small capillary numbers (e.g. Ca ≤ 0.1), figure 3.15 shows that a capsule
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in a channel at a given capillary number has the same dimensions as in a tube flow
but at a significantly lower capillary number. For example, the capsule lengths in




x, are very similar for channel flow with Ca = 0.35
and tube flow with Ca = 0.2. The capsule width Lz in a channel with Ca = 0.35
corresponds to near Ca = 0.13 in a tube.
In contrast to the different interfacial deformation in channels and tubes, the
capsule curvatures are very similar in these two system, as seen in figure 3.16.
Thus, for capsules flowing in (straight) solid geometries, the interfacial curvatures
are mostly determined by the capsule size and the capillary number, and not by the
details of the cross-section of the solid geometry. It is of interest to note that, exclud-
ing small capillary numbers, our results show that the curvature at the downstream
and upstream edges are rather insensitive to the capillary number for both solid
systems (i.e. they are practically constant at moderate flow rates). On the other
hand, the maximum profile curvature which occurs at the capsule rear end and close
to the walls, increases fast with the capillary number as seen in figure 3.16(b).
The higher interfacial deformation in the tube flow results in a higher surface-
area increase for the capsule and higher membrane tensions as seen in figure 3.13.
However, now the correspondence in the flow rates for the two solid geometries
are not as different as for the capsule lengths; for instance, very similar maximum
principal tensions are obtained for Ca = 0.35 in the channel and Ca = 0.3 in the
tube. The higher interfacial deformation in the tube flow also results in a higher gap
between the capsule and the walls as shown in figure 3.14(c). However, the existence




































Figure 3.15: Steady-state capsule lengths as a function of the capillary number Ca
for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and size a = 0.8, in a square channel
(——) and a cylindrical tube (– – –). (a) Capsule lengths Lx/(2a) and Lz/(2a). Also





















































Figure 3.16: Steady-state capsule curvatures as a function of the capillary number
Ca for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and size a = 0.8, in a square channel
(——) and a cylindrical tube (– – –). (a) Curvature at the downstream and upstream
edges of the capsule (i.e. its intersections with the x-axis). (b) Maximum curvature
along the capsule’s z = 0 profile. All curvatures are scaled with the curvature of the
undisturbed spherical shape.
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the flow of the surrounding fluid. Thus in a tube, the same capsule causes a much
higher pressure drop and travels with a smaller velocity than that in a channel as
seen in figure 3.14(a, b).
Recently, Lefebvre et al. [34] proposed to let microcapsules flow in microfluidic
cylindrical tubes and square channels as a method to determine the elastic properties
of the membrane, including the shearing modulus, by comparing the capsule profiles
from photos in these systems with computational results. Owing to unavailability
of computational results in square channels, the authors utilized the results from
their axisymmetric methodology (valid for cylindrical tubes) and proposed an ap-
proximate equation to relate the flow rates in tubes and square channels producing
the same interfacial deformation,
Casq ≈ Cacyl





where h̄cyl is the mean thickness of the gap between the capsule interface and the
tube wall. As the authors reported in the conclusion of their study, the approximate
analysis is valid inasmuch as there is a clear lubrication film around the capsule,
and thus it is restricted to a fairly narrow range of values of capsule sizes, probably
between 0.9 and 1.1. It is of interest to note that owing to experimental difficulties,
Lefebvre et al. [34] managed to test only sizes in the range [1, 1.1] and for small cap-
illary numbers. In particular, they used the neo-Hookean law (since the membrane
tested showed strain-softening behavior) and capillary numbers Ca ≤ 0.02. Under
these conditions, the authors found that the approximate Eq.(2) can successfully
predict the correspondence between channel and tube flow.
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As shown in figure 3.15, the approximate analysis of Lefebvre et al. [34] pre-
dicts reasonably well the capsule length Lx in a square channel, and with higher
error the capsule width Lz. (For this, we used our data for the capsule lengths as a
function of the capillary number in a tube flow and determined the corresponding
channel capillary number Casq via Eq.(2) using the minimum gap h as the mean
thickness of the gap h̄cyl.) Recall that, as seen in figure 3.16, the capsule curvatures
are very similar in the two solid systems for the same capsule size and flow rate, and
also practically independent of the capillary number for moderate flow rates. There-
fore, we conclude that the approximate analysis of Lefebvre et al. can be used to
relate capsule deformation in cylindrical tubes and square channels even for smaller
capsule sizes (like a = 0.8) and for moderate capillary numbers, if one matches only
the length Lx and the curvatures of the capsule in these two solid geometries.
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Chapter 4
Motion of an Elastic Capsule in a
Rectangular Microfluidic Channel
Rectangular microchannels are one of the most common type of channels en-
countered in microfluidic devices. Rectangular channels are the basis of many mi-
crofluidic devices with wide uses such as analytical and diagnostic devices, droplet
generators and microreactors. Shelby et al. [54] used PDMS channels with rectan-
gular constrictions of varying widths and 2 µm height to characterize the behavior
of single cell under flow, in multicellular capillary blockages due to malaria infected
cells. Antia, Herricks and Rathod [3] used rectangular microchannels of various
dimensions to study cytoadherence of malaria infected erythrocytes. Dendukuri,
Hatton and Doyle [11] used a microfluidic device based on a rectangular channel to
synthesize amphiphilic, spherical and non-spherical polymeric micro-particles. For
the synthesis of spherical micro-particles, a stepped height PDMS channel was used
with dimensions of height = 16 µm and width = 40 µm in the T-junction and height
= 75 µm and width = 200 µm downstream where the drop relaxes to a spherical
shape. For plug shaped particles, the dimensions were height = 16 µm and width
= 40 µm for both the T-junction and downstream region. Wedge-shaped particles
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bearing segregated hydrophilic and hydrophobic sections were synthesized in a mi-
crofluidic channel using continuous flow lithography. Tice et al. [60] used a PDMS
microchannel of rectangular cross-section for formation of droplets with multiple
reagents. They also studied the mixing within the droplets as they travel through
the channel with the aim of utilization as microreactors.
The above-mentioned studies are experimental studies and hence have limi-
tations because of the small length scales involved. The very small magnitude of
microfluidic systems makes the measurement of various parameters like pressure
drop, capsule velocity, etc. very difficult [61]. Hence a good numerical model with
the ability to predict such parameters can facilitate the design and use of such de-
vices. In this chapter we study in detail the flow dynamics of capsules in rectangular
microfluidic channels using our interfacial spectral boundary element algorithm for
membranes. Because of the non-axisymmetric nature of the channel, capsule be-
havior in rectangular channel is much different than that in cylindrical and square
channels. We study in detail the effects of parameters such as capsule size and cap-
illary number on the capsule deformation and flow properties during capsule motion
in a rectangular channel.
4.1 Problem Description
We consider an initially spherical Skalak capsule with scaled area-dilation mod-
ulus C = 1, flowing along the centerline of a straight rectangular microchannel with
cross-sectional aspect ratio 2. The z-dimension (2lz) of the channel is the shortest
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dimension and the cross-sectional aspect ratio is 2. Three-dimensional views of the
problem geometry are shown in figure 4.1. The capsule interior (fluid 1) and exte-
rior (fluid 2) are Newtonian fluids, with viscosities λµ and µ, and the same density.
The capsule size is specified by its volume V or equivalently by the radius a of a
sphere of volume V = (4π/3)a3. Far from the capsule, the flow approaches the
undisturbed flow, which for a rectangular channel is a steady unidirectional flow
[65] given by equation (17). Assuming low-Reynolds-number flows, the governing
equations in fluid 2 are Stokes equations and continuity. The associated boundary
integral equation (11) has been described in Chapter 2. The numerical solution of
the boundary integral equation is achieved by employing the spectral boundary el-
ement method for membranes, which has been described in detail in the Chapter 2.
The surface discretization of the geometry is illustrated in figure 4.1. The surface
discretization for the capsule is described in detail in Chapter 3. The spectral ele-
ment discretization of the channel surface follows the capsules’ center of mass. The
channel surface in the capsule vicinity is divided into a row of one spectral element
per channel side (i.e. a total of four elements) with half-size equal to lz. The chan-
nel’s inlet and outlet are discretized into one element each as shown in figure 4.1(a).
The channel surface is divided into 4 rows of four elements each; the length of each
row progressively increases with the distance from the capsule surface as seen in the
figure 4.1(a). The channel surface (which formally should extend to infinity) has a
half length lx equal to 20 times the cross-sectional dimension lz. For rectangular
channels, the computations were performed with a discretization employing NE =
36 elements. In this study we mostly utilized NB = 12 -14 basis points i.e. a total
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Figure 4.1: Spectral boundary element discretization of system surface:(a) solid
surface of the channel along with the fluid surface at the channel end. (b) capsule
surface.
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number of spectral points for the entire geometry N = NEN
2
B = 5184-7056. The
problem studied admits two symmetry planes, y = 0 and z = 0. Thus the memory
requirements are reduced by a factor of 42, the computational time for the system
matrices by a factor of 4 and the solution time via direct solvers of the linear systems
by a factor of 43.
4.2 A Comparative Study of Capsule Motion in Square and
Rectangular Channels
In this section, we conduct a comparative study of capsule deformation in a
square and a rectangular channel in order to investigate how the non-axisymmetric
geometry effects the capsule deformation and flow dynamics. This study is con-
ducted for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, capsule size a = 1.1 and viscosity ratio λ
= 1. The capillary number is Ca = 0.1 while the capsule is always over-inflated due
to positive osmotic pressure by 5% (i.e. prestress αp = 0.05).
Figure 4.2 shows the steady-state shapes for a capsule moving along the cen-
terline of a square and a rectangular channel. We observe that the capsule in the
square channel is elongated compared to that in a rectangular channel in the axial
direction. But along the lateral z-direction the capsule in the rectangular channel
shows larger elongation. Figure 4.3 shows the steady-state profiles of the capsule
along the x = 0, y = 0 and z = 0 planes for both square and rectangular channels.
We see that the capsule in the square channel undergoes a large deformation in the
z = 0 plane and shows a curvature change at the upstream end. But the capsule in
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Figure 4.2: Steady-state capsule shape for a Skalak capsule with C = 1 moving along
the centerline of a channel. The viscosity ratio λ = 1 and the capillary number Ca
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Figure 4.3: The steady-state profile of a capsule with size a = 1.1 moving along the
centerline of a square and rectangular channel. The viscosity ratio is λ = 1 and
the capillary number is Ca = 0.1. The capsule size is a = 1.1. (a) Capsule x = 0
profile. (b) Capsule y = 0 profile. (c) Capsule z = 0 profile. All profiles shown have
centroid xc = 0. Rectangular channel: solid line; square channel: dashed line.
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the rectangular channel shows only slight deformation in this plane. The upstream
curvature deviates slightly from the spherical shape but remains convex unlike in
the square channel where it becomes concave. In the y = 0 plane the deformation
in both channels are of similar nature as seen in figure 4.3(b). For both cases the
back curvature changes from convex and becomes concave. But here we observe
that the capsule in the square channel undergoes a larger deformation and it is
more elongated than the capsule in the rectangular channel. For the capsule flow
in square channel the z = 0 and y = 0 profiles are identical but for the rectangular
channel this is not true. The x = 0 profile is plotted in figure 4.3(c). In this plane
the rectangular channel shows more elongation in the y-direction, which is expected
since the channel dimension is greater in this direction. For the square channel the
profile takes the shape of the channel and is a square with rounded edges.
In figure 4.4 we plot the transient evolution of the upstream and downstream
edge curvature for a capsule moving along the centerline of a square and a rectangu-
lar channel. We see in figure 4.4(a) that the downstream curvature along capsule’s z
= 0 profile is greater for the rectangular channel but for both square and rectangu-
lar the edge curvature remains positive. But the upstream curvature for the square
channel shows a change from positive to negative and assumes a negative curvature
at the steady-state. The curvature along the y = 0 profile remains positive for both
cases. In figure 4.5 we plot the transient evolution of the maximum and minimum
profile curvature along the z = 0 and y = 0 profiles. We observe that for capsule in
square channel both the profiles have similar curvature but for rectangular channel












































Figure 4.4: Time evolution of the capsule curvature at the upstream and downstream
edges of the capsule (i.e. its intersection with the x-axis). The capsule size is a =
1.1 and capillary number is Ca = 0.1. (a) Curvature determined along capsule’s z
















































Figure 4.5: Time evolution of the maximum and minimum profile curvature for a
Skalak capsule with C = 1, size a = 1.1, and λ = 1 moving along the centerline
of a rectangular channel with cross-sectional aspect ratio 2 and a square channel.
The capillary number is Ca = 0.1. (a) Curvature determined along capsule’s z = 0
profile. (b) Curvature determined along capsule’s y = 0 profile.
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capsule along the y = 0 profile for a rectangular channel is similar to that in square
channel. However, the maximum and minimum curvature along the z = 0 profile is
nearly the same for the rectangular channel which is much different from the square
channel. This is due to the larger ly in the case of the rectangular channel.
Figure 4.6(a) shows the time evolution of the capsule dimensions for a capsule
moving along the centerline of a square and a rectangular channel. We see in
figure 4.6(a) that in the x-direction, the capsule in the square channel undergoes
greater elongation. For a capsule in the square channel, the lengths in the y and
z (Ly and Lz) directions are the same. But for a capsule in a rectangular channel,
Lz decreases with time to attain steady- state while Ly increases. Figure 4.6(b)
shows the length of the upstream (Lnegx ) and downstream (L
pos
x ) edge from the
capsule centroid. We see that both Lposx and L
neg
x are greater for a capsule in the
square channel. Also, Lposx shows a larger difference between square and rectangular
channel.
In figure 4.7(a) we see the effects of channel geometry on the minimum distance
between the capsule surface and channel’s walls hmin. As expected, hmin is greater
for a rectangular channel than the square channel. This is because of the greater
deformation along the z-direction of the capsule in a rectangular channel resulting
in lower capsule height. The gap hmin for the rectangular channel is 50 % greater
than that for the square channel. This also results in a significant decrease in the
excess pressure drop which drops from a steady-state value of around 20 units for
a square channel to 5 units for the rectangular channel as seen in the figure 4.7(b).




































Figure 4.6: Time evolution of the capsule dimensions for a capsule moving along the
centerline of a rectangular channel with cross-sectional aspect ratio 2 and a square
channel. The capsule size is a = 1.1 while the viscosity ratio is λ = 1 and the
capillary number is Ca = 0.1. (a) Capsule lengths Lx/(2a), Ly/(2a), and Lz/(2a).




The velocity in a rectangular channel is almost 15 % higher than that in the square
channel.
4.3 Effects of Capsule Size
In this section we investigate how the capsule deformation and flow dynamics
is affected by the capsule size by studying capsules of sizes a = 0.2 to a = 1.1.
The viscosity ratio is always λ = 1 and capillary number is Ca = 0.2. We apply a
prestress αp = 5 %.
In figure 4.8 we see the steady-state profiles of capsules of varying sizes along
the x = 0, y = 0 and z = 0 planes. We see that the smaller capsules do not
deform significantly and retain a profile close to the initially spherical one. But the
larger capsules deform significantly undergoing significant elongation in the x and
y directions. In the x = 0 plane, as seen in figure 4.8(a), we notice that the larger
capsules elongates in the y-direction and attain a shape close to the cross-sectional
rectangular shape. In figure 4.8(b) we plot the steady-state profile in the y = 0
plane. Here we see a significant effect of the increasing capsule size and for the
larger capsules studied, the upstream tip shows a curvature change and buckles to
become concave. The profile in the z = 0 plane is plotted in figure 4.8(c). In the
figure 4.9 we plot the steady-state capsule curvatures along y = 0 and z = 0 profiles
at the upstream and downstream tips as a function of the capsule size. We see
that the value of curvature decreases with increasing size for all cases except the







































Figure 4.7: Time evolution of capsule properties for a Skalak capsule with C = 1
and capsule size a = 1.1 moving along the centerline of a rectangular channel with
cross-sectional aspect ratio 2 and a square channel. The viscosity ratio is λ = 1 and
the capillary number is Ca = 0.1. (a) Minimum distance hmin between the capsule
surface and the channel’s walls. (b) Additional pressure difference ∆P + owing to
the capsule presence. (c) Capsule velocity Ux.
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the y = 0 profile increases with increasing capsule size and becomes positive for the
larger capsules. This is because of the dimpling at the upstream tip which is seen
in figure 4.8(b).
The time evolution of the scaled capsule lengths in the axial and lateral di-
rections are plotted in figure 4.10. We see that for smaller capsules, the variation
in axial and lateral lengths is monotonous. The capsule length Lx and its depth Lz
decreases while the capsule width Ly increases. But for larger capsules the transient
evolution is non- monotonous. The axial length Lx first decreases and then increases
to attain steady state. For the largest capsule with size a = 0.9, Lx is greater than
the initial length. Ly also shows a non-monotonous behavior and first increases and
then decreases to attain steady state. The steady-state dimensions of the capsule as
a function of capsule size are plotted in figure 4.11. We see that Lx decreases with
increasing capsule size for smaller capsules but for capsules larger than a = 0.9 we
observe an increase in Lx. Both Ly and Lz change monotonically with increasing
capsule size. Ly increases while Lz decreases as the capsule size increases. The
smaller channel dimension along the z-direction restricts the capsule deformation in
this direction resulting in smaller Lz.
In figure 4.12(a), we see the transient evolution of the capsule velocity in the
axial direction for capsules of different sizes. The capsule velocity decreases with
increasing capsule size. Figure 4.12(b) shows the time evolution of the additional
pressure drop due to the presence of the capsule for capsules of varying sizes. For
the smaller capsule the pressure drop increases and attains steady state but for the
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Figure 4.8: The steady-state profile of a capsule moving along the centerline of a
rectangular channel for capsule size a = 0.4, 0.5, . . . , 0.9. The viscosity ratio is λ =
1 and the capillary number is Ca = 0.2. (a) Capsule y = 0 profile. (b) Capsule















downstream z = 0
downstream y = 0
upstream z = 0
upstream y = 0
Figure 4.9: Steady-state capsule curvature at the downstream and upstream edges
(i.e. capsule intersection with the x-axis) as a function of the capsule’s size a for
a Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and capillary number Ca= 0.2, moving
along the centerline of a rectangular channel. The curvature is determined along


















































Figure 4.10: Time evolution of the actual capsule dimensions in x, y and z directions
for a capsule moving along the centerline of a rectangular channel with aspect ratio
2 for capsule sizes a = 0.4, 0.5, . . . , 0.9. The viscosity ratio is λ = 1 and the capillary
number is Ca = 0.2. (a) Capsule length along x-axis Lx/(2a). (b) Capsule length


















Figure 4.11: Steady-state capsule lengths Lx/(2a), Ly/(2a), and Lz/(2a) as a func-
tion of capsule size for a capsule moving along the centerline of a rectangular channel
with aspect ratio 2. The viscosity ratio is λ = 1 and the capillary number is Ca =
0.2.
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excess pressure drop increases as expected due to greater blockage by the capsule.
Figure 4.12(c) shows the effect of increasing capsule size on the minimum distance
hmin between the capsule surface and the channel’s walls. The gap hmin decreases
with increasing capsule size. The transient evolution is again monotonous for smaller
capsules. But for larger capsules, we see that hmin first decreases and then increases
to attain steady state. Another effect of increasing capsule size is on the time taken
to reach steady state. We see in figure 4.12 that as the capsule size increases the
time required for capsule to reach steady state also increases. Figure 4.14 shows the
steady-state capsule properties as a function of capsule size.
The transient evolution of maximum and minimum principal tensions for cap-
sules of different sizes is plotted in figure 4.13. The larger capsules show non-
monotonous behavior and the maximum principal tension first increases and then
decreases to attain steady state while the minimum tension first decreases and then
increases to reach steady state. For smaller capsules, the maximum tension in-
creases and minimum tension decreases to attain steady state. Figure 4.15 shows
the steady-state principal tensions as a function of capsule size. We observe that the
steady-state value of maximum principal tension increases with increasing capsule
size while the minimum principal tension decreases with increasing capsule size.
In figure 4.16 we plot the transient and steady-state scaled capsule surface
area for capsules of varying sizes. We notice that the scaled surface area increases






















































Figure 4.12: Time evolution of capsule properties for a Skalak capsule with C = 1,
capillary number Ca = 0.2 and λ = 1 moving along the centerline of a rectangular
channel with aspect ratio 2 for capsule size a = 0.4, 0.5, . . . , 0.9.(a) Capsule velocity
Ux. (b) Additional pressure drop ∆P
+ owing to the capsule presence. (c) Minimum







































Figure 4.13: Time evolution of the principal tensions among the spectral discretiza-
tion points on the membrane for a Skalak capsule with C = 1 and λ = 1 for varying
capsule size a = 0.4, 0.5, . . . , 0.9. The capillary number is Ca = 0.2. (a) Maximum










































Figure 4.14: Steady-state capsule properties for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, cap-
illary number Ca = 0.2 and λ = 1 moving along the centerline of a rectangular
channel with aspect ratio 2 for varying capsule size a = 0.2, 0.4, . . . , 1.1. (a) Cap-
sule velocity Ux. (b) Additional pressure drop ∆P
+ owing to the capsule presence.




























Figure 4.15: Steady-state principal tensions among the spectral discretization points
on the membrane as a function of the capillary number Ca for a Skalak capsule with
C = 1 and capsule size a = 0.2, 0.4, . . . , 1.1.The capillary number is Ca = 0.2. (a)


































Figure 4.16: Surface area of a capsule moving along the centerline of a rectangular
channel with aspect ratio 2. for viscosity ratio λ = 1 and capillary number Ca = 0.2.
The capsule size varies from is a = 0.4, 0.5, . . . , 0.9. (a) Time evolution of the scaled
surface area of the capsule. (b) Steady-state scaled surface area of the capsule as a
function of the capsule’s size a.
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4.4 Effects of Capillary Number
In this section we investigate the effects of capillary number on the capsule
deformation and flow dynamics. For this study, we use a Skalak capsule with C =
1, prestress αp = 5% and size a = 0.9. The viscosity ratio s λ = 1. The range of
capillary number studied is from Ca = 0.05 to Ca = 0.3.
In figure 4.17, we see the steady-state capsule profile along the x = 0, y = 0
and z = 0 planes. Figure 4.17(a) shows the capsule profile along the x = 0 plane.
We notice that the capsule assumes a shape close to the cross-sectional rectangular
shape in this plane. In figure 4.17(c) we observe that the profiles along the z = 0
plane show very slight variation with increasing Ca. The noticeable change in the
profile for this plane is at the upstream edge, which becomes flatter with increasing
capillary number. In the y = 0 plane, seen in figure 4.17(b), there is a significant
elongation of the capsule and the profile shows significant changes with increasing
capillary number. The upstream curvature deviates from the initial spherical shape
as Ca is increased and for Ca = 0.2 the upstream edge buckles and becomes concave.
Figure 4.18 shows the steady-state shapes for varying capillary number. Here we see
that as the capillary number increases the upstream edge buckles and the curvature
change increases. The dimple at the upstream edge has been noticed previously for
droplet deformation between parallel plates [22]. Griggs, Zinchenko and Davis [22]
found that droplets moving along the centerline between parallel plates attain a
steady-state profile with a dimpled upstream edge. For a droplet of size a = 0.8,





























Figure 4.17: The steady-state profile of a Skalak capsule with C = 1 moving along
the centerline of a rectangular channel for capillary number Ca = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15,
0.2, 0.25, 0.3. The viscosity ratio is λ = 1 and the capsule size is a= 0.9. (a) Capsule
z = 0 profile. (b) Capsule y = 0 profile. (c) Capsule x = 0 profile. All profiles
shown have centroid xc = 0.
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Figure 4.18: Steady-state capsule shape for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, capsule
size a = 0.9, and viscosity ratio λ = 1 moving along the centerline of a channel for






















downstream along z = 0 profile
downstream (y = 0)
upstream (z = 0)
upstream (y = 0)
Figure 4.19: Steady-state capsule curvature at the downstream and upstream edges
(i.e. capsule intersection with the x-axis) as a function of the capillary number Ca
for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and capsule size a= 0.9 moving along
the centerline of a rectangular channel. The curvatures are determined along the
capsule’s z = 0 profile and y = 0 profile.
downstream steady-state edge curvatures are plotted in figure 4.19 as a function of
capillary number. We see that the curvature along the y = 0 profile increases with
capillary number for both upstream and downstream edges. The upstream edge
curvature changes from positive to negative with increasing capillary number due to
the buckling at the upstream edge. The curvature along the z = 0 profile decreases
with increasing capillary number for the upstream edge. For the downstream edge,
the z = 0 curvature does not show significant variation with capillary number and
is almost constant.
Figure 4.20 shows the time evolution of the scaled capsule lengths in the axial
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and lateral directions for varying capillary numbers. Lx initially decreases and then
increases to attain steady state. Ly increases monotonically to attain a steady
state value greater than the initial dimension. For lower capillary numbers, Lz
decreases monotonically to attain steady state but for larger capillary numbers we
observe a slight increase initially before decreasing to attain steady state. Figure 4.21
shows the variation in steady-state capsule dimensions as a function of the capillary
number. We see in figure 4.21(a) that Ly increases and Lz decreases with increasing
capillary number. Lx decreases slightly with increasing capillary number at lower
capillary number but for Ca > 0.15, Lx increases with increasing capillary number.
Figure 4.21(b) shows the steady-state axial length of the upstream and downstream
capsule tips from the capsule centroid as a function of capillary number. We see
that Lposx increases with increasing capillary number but L
neg
x initially decreases and
then increases with increasing capillary number.
Next, we plot the transient and steady-state capsule properties for varying
capillary number. Figure 4.22(a) shows the time evolution of the capsule velocity
for several flow-rates. The capsule velocity decreases initially and then increases to
attain steady state. The capsule velocity increases with increasing capillary number.
The higher deformation at larger Ca results in greater capsule-wall gap shown in
figure 4.22(c) resulting in an increase in the capsule velocity. Figure 4.22(b) shows
the transient evolution of the additional pressure drop due to the presence of the
capsule. The pressure drop initially increases and then decreases to attain steady
state. The pressure drop also decreases with increasing capillary number. This is due































































Figure 4.20: Time evolution of capsule dimensions in x, y and z directions for a
capsule moving along the centerline of a rectangular channel with aspect ratio 2 for
varying capillary number Ca = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3. The viscosity ratio is
λ = 1 and the capsule size is a = 0.9. (a) Capsule length along x-axis Lx/(2a). (b)





































Figure 4.21: Steady-state capsule dimensions for a Skalak capsule with C = 1 moving
along the centerline of a rectangular channel with aspect ratio 2 as a function of
capillary number Ca. The capsule size is a = 0.9. (a) Capsule lengths Lx/(2a),
Ly/(2a), and Lz/(2a). (b) Capsule lengths L
pos




evolution of the minimum distance between the capsule surface and the channel’s
walls hmin is shown in figure 4.22(c). We see that hmin increases significantly as Ca
increases. As the Ca increases, the larger deformation results in a greater hmin. The















































Figure 4.22: Time evolution of capsule properties for a Skalak capsule with C = 1,
capsule size a = 0.9 and λ = 1 moving along the centerline of a rectangular channel
with aspect ratio 2 for varying capillary number Ca = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3.
(a) Capsule velocity Ux. (b) Additional pressure drop ∆P
+ owing to the capsule





































Figure 4.23: Steady-state capsule properties for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, size
a = 0.9 and λ = 1 moving along the centerline of a rectangular channel with aspect
ratio 2 for varying capillary number Ca = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3. (a) Capsule
velocity Ux. (b) Additional pressure drop ∆P
+ owing to the capsule presence. (c)
Minimum distance hmin between the capsule surface and the channel’s walls.
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Chapter 5
Motion of an Elastic Capsule in a
Converging Square Microchannel
Channels with varying cross-sectional area are seen in both microfluidics and
microcirculation. In microcirculation, blood vessels bifurcate into daughter branches
with smaller dimensions [5]. In microfluidics, flow through converging and diverging
channels is being used for sorting cells and for diagnostic purposes [2, 7]. In this
chapter, we investigate the dynamics of a capsule in a converging microchannel. We
examine the effects of the capsule size, capillary number and viscosity ratio on the
flow dynamics.
5.1 Problem Description
We consider an initially spherical Skalak capsule with scaled area-dilation mod-
ulus C = 1, flowing along the centerline of a straight microchannel with converging
cross-sectional area. Three-dimensional views of the problem geometry are shown in
figure 5.1. The capsule interior (fluid 1) and exterior (fluid 2) are Newtonian fluids,
with viscosities λµ and µ, and the same density. The capsule size is specified by its
volume V or equivalently by the radius a of a sphere of volume V = (4π/3)a3. The
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Figure 5.1: Spectral boundary element discretization of system surface:(a) solid
surface of the channel, and (b) close view of constriction.
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where Uright is the average undisturbed velocity in the smaller channel. The surface
discretization of the geometry is illustrated in figure 5.1. The surface discretization
for the capsule is described in detail in Chapter 3. The channel is divided into
three regions i.e. the large channel at the left, the converging region and the small
channel at the right. The ratio of the dimension of large to small channel is 1.5.
The converging region begins at the origin and the channel surface in the converging
region is divided into a row of one spectral element per channel side (i.e. a total
of four elements) with half-size equal to lz. The channel’s inlet and outlet are
discretized into one element each as shown in figure 5.1. The surface of each channel
is divided into 4 rows of four elements each; as seen in the figure 5.1(a). The channel
surface (which formally should extend to infinity ) has a half length lx equal to 13
times the cross-sectional dimension lz. The computations were performed with a
discretization employing NE = 44 elements. In this study we mostly utilized NB =
12 -14 basis points i.e. a total number of spectral points for the entire geometry N
= NEN
2
B = 6336-8624. The problem studied admits three symmetry planes, y=0,
z=0 and y=z. Thus the memory requirements are reduced by a factor of 82, the
computational time for the system matrices by a factor of 8 and the solution time
via direct solvers of the linear systems by a factor of 83.
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5.2 Effects of Capsule Size
In this section we investigate the effects of capsule size on the motion and
deformation of the capsule as it moves along the centreline of a converging channel
with ratio of larger to smaller channel 1.5. We examine capsules in the size range a
= 0.6 to a = 1.3. The viscosity ratio is always λ = 1 and the capillary number is
Ca = 0.05. We apply a prestress αp = 5 %.
The three-dimensional shape of a capsule with size a = 1.2 and capillary
number Ca = 0.2 at different positions along the converging channel is shown in
figure 5.2. The variation in the capsule dimensions and edge curvature as it moves
along the curvature is clearly seen in this figure.
Figure 5.3 shows the evolution of the capsule length Lx/(2a) and width Ly/(2a)
as the capsule moves along the converging channel. The length and width are scaled
with the initial capsule dimensions while Xc is the capsule centroid along the flow
direction. We notice that as the capsule size increases the time required to reach
steady state increases i.e. the smaller capsules reach steady state faster than the
larger capsules. The larger capsule undergoes greater elongation in the converging
region. For capsules with size smaller than the channel dimensions, the steady state
dimensions before and after passing through the converging region are practically
same. For capsules larger than the channel, the steady-state length increases as
the capsule size increases while the steady-state width decreases. Figure 5.3(d)
shows the evolution of the capsule length Lnegx measured from the capsule centroid
to the upstream edge. We see that Lnegx increases steeply in the vicinity of the
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Figure 5.2: Steady-state capsule shape for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, capsule
size a = 1.1, capillary number Ca = 0.2, and viscosity ratio λ = 1 in a converging
channel with capsule centroid positioned at Xc = (a) -3 (b) -1 (c) -0.5 (d) 0 (e) 1
(f) 2.
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converging region and then decreases to reach steady state in the smaller channel.
The elongation of Lnegx in the converging region increases with increasing capsule
size.
Next, we examine the evolution of the capsule physical properties as it moves
along the converging channel. Figure 5.4(a) shows the evolution of capsule velocity.
We observe that the capsule velocity increases on entering into the converging re-
gion and reaches a higher steady state value than the previous steady state in the
inlet channel. The velocity decreases with increasing capsule size. In figure 5.4(b)
we see the evolution of excess pressure drop due to the capsule presence in a con-
verging channel. We see that as the capsule size increases the excess pressure drop
also increases. Similar trend is seen for the capsule scaled surface area shown in
figure 5.4(c) i.e. the scaled surface area increases with increasing capsule size. In
figure 5.5 we present the evolution of the maximum and minimum principal ten-
sions over the capsule surface for several capsule sizes. As shown in figure 5.5(a),
the maximum principal tension increases as the capsule moves along the converging
channel. The increase is much more pronounced for larger capsules than for smaller
capsules. On the other hand, the minimum principal tension decreases as the cap-
sule moves into the converging region. The evolution of the minimum tension is
non-monotonic. In the converging region, the minimum tension decreases and then


























































































Figure 5.3: Capsule dimensions as a function of capsule centroid Xc for a Skalak
capsule with C = 1, capillary number Ca = 0.05 and λ = 1 moving along the
centerline of a converging channel for capsule size a = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and
1.3. (a) Capsule length Lx/(2a). (b) Capsule width Ly/(2a). (c) Capsule length






















































Figure 5.4: Capsule properties as a function of capsule centroid Xc for a Skalak
capsule with C = 1, capillary number Ca = 0.05 and λ = 1 moving along the
centerline of a converging channel for capsule size a = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and
1.3.(a) Capsule velocity Ux. (b) Additional pressure drop ∆P
+ owing to the capsule









































Figure 5.5: Principal tensions among the spectral discretization points on the mem-
brane as a function of capsule centroid Xc for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, capillary
number Ca = 0.05 and λ = 1 moving along the centreline of a converging channel
for capsule size a = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3.(a) Maximum principal tension




5.3 Effects of Capillary Number
In this section we investigate the effects of capillary number Ca on the capsule
deformation and flow dynamics in a converging microchannel. We consider a Skalak
capsule with C = 1, prestress αp = 5% and size a = 1.0. The viscosity ratio is λ =
1. The range of capillary number studied is from Ca = 0.05 to Ca = 0.2.
Figure 5.6 shows the capsule profile of a Skalak capsule with size a = 1.0
and centroid positioned at Xc = 0 for capillary number Ca = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and
0.2. We observe that as the flow rate increases, the capsule elongation in the axial
direction increases and elongation in the lateral direction decreases. Figure 5.7 shows
the evolution of the downstream and upstream edge curvature. The downstream
curvature remains positive as the capsule moves along the converging region as seen
in figure 5.7(a). But the upstream curvature changes from positive to negative as the
capsule moves along the converging region. At the entrance of the constriction, we
notice that the curvature first increases and then decreases. The magnitude of the
increase in curvature in this region increases with increasing capillary number. On
moving into the smaller channel, the drop in curvature also increases with increasing
capillary number.
Figure 5.8 shows the evolution of the capsule dimensions for a capsule moving
along a converging channel for varying capillary numbers. As seen in the figure 5.8(a)
the capsule length increases with increasing capillary number. We see that, as the
capsule moves into the converging region, its length shows a steep increase and then




















Figure 5.6: Capsule profile as a function of the capillary number Ca for a Skalak
capsule with C = 1, αp = 0.05 and size a = 1.0 in a converging channel with capsule
centroid Xc = 0 for Ca = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2. (a) Capsule y = 0 profile (i.e. interface
intersection with the plane x = 0). (b) Capsule x = 0 profile. All profiles are shown

























































Figure 5.7: Capsule edge curvature (i.e. its intersection with the x-axis) as a function
of capsule centroid Xc for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, capsule size a = 1.0 and λ
= 1 moving along the centerline of a converging channel for capillary number Ca
= 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2. (a) Downstream edge curvature. (b) Upstream edge
curvature.
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state. The elongation in the converging region is a function of capillary number and
increases with increasing flow rate. The capsule width shows the opposite behavior.
As seen in the figure 5.8(b) the capsule width decreases sharply in the converging
region and then increases before reaching the steady state value. The greater the
capillary number, the larger is the decrease in capsule width as it moves into the
converging channel.
The evolution of the capsule velocity as it moves along the converging channel
is shown in the figure 5.9(a). We notice that as the capillary number increases, the
velocity in the converging channel increases. Similar behavior is observed for the
scaled surface area of the capsule in figure 5.9(c). The excess pressure drop due to
the presence of the capsule decreases with increasing capillary number as shown in
figure 5.9(b). This is because of the larger capsule deformation at higher capillary
numbers resulting in lower blockage of the channel. In figure 5.10 we present the
evolution of the maximum and minimum principal tensions over the capsule surface
for several capillary numbers. As shown in figure 5.10(a), the maximum principal
tension increases as the capsule moves along the converging channel. The principal
tension is greater for higher capillary numbers. We also see in figure 5.10(a) that the
maximum tension shows non-monotonic behavior for larger capillary numbers in the
vicinity of the converging region. The minimum principal tension decreases as the
capsule moves into the converging region. The evolution of the minimum tension is
non-monotonic in the range of capillary numbers studied. In the converging region,
the minimum tension decreases and then as the capsule moves into the smaller





































Figure 5.8: Capsule dimensions as a function of capsule centroid Xc for a Skalak
capsule with C = 1, capsule size a = 1.0 and λ = 1 moving along the centerline of a
converging channel for capillary number Ca = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2. (a) Capsule














































Figure 5.9: Capsule properties as a function of capsule centroid Xc for a Skalak
capsule with C = 1, capsule size a = 1.0 and λ = 1 moving along the centerline of a
converging channel for capillary number Ca = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2. (a) Capsule
velocity Ux. (b) Additional pressure drop ∆P



































Figure 5.10: Principal tensions among the spectral discretization points on the mem-
brane as a function of capsule centroid Xc for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, capsule
size a = 1.0 and λ = 1 moving along the centerline of a converging channel for
capillary number Ca = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2. (a) Maximum principal tension




5.4 Effects of Viscosity Ratio
In this section we investigate the effects of viscosity ratio on the capsule de-
formation and flow dynamics in a converging microchannel. We consider a Skalak
capsule with C = 1, prestress αp = 5%, capillary number Ca = 0.1 and size a =
1.0. We examine the capsule motion and deformation for three different viscosity
ratios λ = 0.01, 1.0 and 10.
Figure 5.11 shows the evolution of the capsule dimensions as the capsule moves
along the converging channel for several viscosity ratios. As shown in the figure,
for the smaller viscosity ratios λ = 0.01 and 1.0 there is no effect of the increase in
viscosity ratio on the capsule deformation. But for the largest viscosity ratio λ = 10,
we see a significant difference in the capsule behavior. As seen in figure 5.11(a), for
this viscosity ratio the length of the smaller channel required to reach equilibrium
is higher. In the vicinity of the converging region the capsule deformation decreases
with increasing viscosity ratio. The evolution of capsule width for varying viscosity
ratio is shown in figure 5.11(b). Here we also see that, as the viscosity ratio increases,
the capsule deformation decreases in the vicinity of the converging region. But the
steady-state value for all cases under consideration is the same as expected since at
steady state in a straight channel there is no flow inside the capsule.
Figure 5.12 shows the evolution of capsules physical properties for a Skalak
capsule with C = 1, capsule size a = 1.0 and capillary number Ca = 0.1 moving
along the centerline of a converging channel for viscosity ratio λ = 0.01, 1.0 and

































Figure 5.11: Capsule dimensions as a function of capsule centroid Xc for a Skalak
capsule with C = 1, capsule size a = 1.0 and capillary number Ca = 0.1 moving
along the centerline of a converging channel for viscosity ratios λ = 0.01, 1.0 and
10. (a) Capsule length Lx/(2a). (b) Capsule width Ly/(2a).
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velocity with varying viscosity ratio. Figure 5.12(b) shows the excess pressure drop
for varying viscosity ratios. We see that the value of the excess pressure drop
increases with increasing viscosity ratio. The scaled surface area decreases with
increasing viscosity ratio as seen in the figure 5.12(c).
Figure 5.13 shows the evolution of the principal tension as the capsule moves
along a converging channel. We see that for large viscosity ratios, there is a sig-
nificant effect on the capsule properties as it moves along the converging channel.
The maximum principal tension τ pmax is lower while the minimum principal tension











































Figure 5.12: Capsule properties as a function of capsule centroid Xc for a Skalak
capsule with C = 1, capsule size a = 1.0 and capillary number Ca = 0.1 moving
along the centerline of a converging channel for viscosity ratios λ = 0.01, 1.0 and 10.
(a) Capsule velocity Ux. (b) Additional pressure drop ∆P
+ owing to the capsule





























Figure 5.13: Principal tensions among the spectral discretization points on the mem-
brane as a function of capsule centroid Xc for a Skalak capsule with C = 1, capsule
size a = 1.0 and capillary number Ca = 0.1 moving along the centerline of a con-
verging channel for viscosity ratios λ = 0.01, 1.0 and 10. (a) Maximum principal





Hemodynamic Forces on Vascular
Endothelial Cells and Leukocytes in
Blood Microvessels
In this chapter, we investigate the hemodynamic forces on vascular endothelial
cells and leukocytes in microvessels. Previously, Wang and Dimitrakopoulos [64]
studied the hemodynamic forces on endothelial cells and leukocytes adhering to
the surface of blood vessels. Here, we study the effects of a leukocyte moving
along the blood vessel on the hemodynamic forces on the endothelial cells. We also
examine the hemodynamic forces experienced by the leukocyte as it moves along
the microvessel. The hemodynamic forces on the endothelial cells play a significant
role in determining the function of these cells.
6.1 Introduction
Low-Reynolds-number flow past particles in cylindrical channels can be rep-
resentative of many physical situations encountered in biological systems and en-
gineering like the motion of leukocytes in blood vessels, transport of particles in
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pipes, membrane filtration, microfluidics, etc. Hence the hydrodynamic forces on
particles in cylindrical channels have been investigated extensively both analyti-
cally and numerically. Brenner and Happel [71] studied the motion of a sphere in a
cylindrical tube using the method of reflections and calculated the drag experienced
by the sphere. Higdon and Muldowney [78] evaluated the resistance functions for
low-Reynolds-number flow past spherical particles, droplets and bubbles in cylin-
drical domains using the spectral boundary element method. Quddus, Moussa and
Bhattacharjee [84] used the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian(ALE) kinematics to de-
scribe the motion of a rigid sphere in a cylindrical channel. Most of these studies
were carried out under the assumption of smooth channel which may not be true
in the real world, particularly at micro scales. For example, the blood vessels are
not smooth cylinders but are bumpy channels due to the presence of the endothelial
cells. Adherent leukocytes also result in bumps on the vessel wall. Similarly surface
roughness which can be neglected in macroscopic systems becomes significant factor
in microfluidic systems and alter the hydrodynamic forces on various system bod-
ies. Thus it is important to take into account the surface roughness while studying
systems in the micro-scale.
This study investigates the effects of a bump on a cylinder surface on the
hydrodynamic forces on the particle flowing through the cylinder. We also examine
the effects of the moving particle on the forces exerted on the bump. The motivation
for this study was to investigate the hemodynamic forces on a leukocyte flowing
though blood vessels or adhering to the vessel wall and on the endothelial cells.
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6.1.1 Review of Previous Work
Leukocytes or white blood cells play a key role in the inflammation process.
Blood contains about one leukocyte for every 100 red blood cells. Leukocytes travel
through the blood vessels and at the site of infection attaches themselves to the
walls. The hemodynamic forces are supposed to play a crucial role in the leukocyte
margination process which precedes the adhesion of leukocyte to the endothelial
cell. Endothelial cells which line the blood vessels play a critical role in regulat-
ing vascular functions. Endothelial cells sense changes in physiological conditions
through humoral factors as well as hemodynamic forces [89]. Shear stress acting on
the endothelial cell stimulates the release of vasoactive substances and changes gene
expression, cell metabolism and cell morphology [89]. The fluid forces on endothe-
lial cells and leukocytes have been the subject of numerous investigations because
of its significant role in the physiological processes. A number of authors have in-
vestigated the leukocyte flow in blood vessels. King et al. [80] characterized how
the adherent leukocytes and suspended erythrocytes alter the streamlines of blood
flow in post-capillary venules both experimentally and numerically. They observed
a reduction in shear stress experienced by endothelium in the presence of adherent
leukocyte. A number of studies have investigated leukocytes adhering to the mi-
crovessel wall [74, 75, 86, 87]. Sugihara-Seki and Schmid-Schönbein [88] determined
the shear stress on a single leukocyte membrane for both adherent and freely sus-
pended leukocytes. Chapman and Cokelet [73] calculated the flow resistance and
drag forces due to multiple adherent leukocytes in post-capillary vessel and they
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found that the drag force increased when the leukocytes are on the opposite sides of
vessel wall. Kim and Sarelius [79] showed experimentally that the leukocyte rolling
increased as a function of wall shear rate. The fluid forces on endothelial cells have
been speculated to be responsible for stimulation of cellular responses essential for
endothelial cell function [77, 85]. Wang and Dimitrakopoulos [64] studied the hemo-
dynamic forces on endothelial cells and leukocytes attached to the inner surface of
a blood vessel and investigated the relative importance of the normal and shear
component of the force. Here we extend this study, by studying the impact of a sus-
pended leukocyte on the hemodynamic forces on the endothelial cells and adhering
or rolling leukocyte.
In this chapter, we investigate the changes in hemodynamic force and its com-
ponents (i.e. shear stress and normal force) on the endothelial cell and leukocyte
because of mutual interactions. First, we study the hemodynamic forces on endothe-
lial cell and adherent or rolling leukocyte in the presence of a suspended leukocyte.
Second, we study the forces acting on the suspended sphere. Our motive in this is to
investigate the impact of a adherent leukocyte or rolling leukocyte on the suspended
leukocyte. Another physical situation that can be explained using our results is the
effects of constriction on the forces acting on a suspended particle. We have used
previously developed [81, 76] spectral boundary element method.
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6.2 Problem Description
We consider a three-dimensional cell attached to the inner surface of a vessel
and a leukocyte above it at the center of the vessel. The center of the cell and
the leukocyte are on the same vertical line. The vessel is modeled as a cylindrical
tube with radius R and half length L. The leukocyte is modeled as a solid sphere
lying on the axis of the cylinder above the cell of radius Rs. The attached cell is
modeled as a spherical cap with radius ã. The cell model represents endothelial cell
when the spreading angles are low and it represents leukocyte when the spreading
angles are very large or the cell is less spread. Three-dimensional views of the
problem geometry are shown in figure 6.1. The computations were performed with
a discretization employing NE = 44 elements. The surface of the cell is divided
into a total of five elements as shown in figure 6.1. In the immediate vicinity of the
cell, the vessel surface is divided into two rows with eight elements each. The vessel
surface above the cell is discretized into two spectral elements. The remaining vessel
surface is divided into three rows with two elements in each row. The vessel’s inlet
and outlet are discretized into 5 elements each, as shown in figure 6.1(c). The solid
sphere is discretized into 6 spectral elements by cube projection. In this study we
mostly utilized NB = 11 -13 basis points i.e. a total number of spectral points for
the entire geometry N = NEN
2
B = 5324-7436. The problem studied admits only
one symmetry plane i.e. y = 0. Thus the memory requirements are reduced by a
factor of 22, the computational time for the system matrices by a factor of 2 and
the solution time via direct solvers of the linear systems by a factor of 23.
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Figure 6.1: Spectral boundary element discretization of system surface: (a) solid
surface of the vessel, (b) top view, (c) inlet or outlet fluid surface and (d) solid
sphere.
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The local shear stress magnitude τ and normal force fn on the cell surface and
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2 and fn = f
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where Sc is the cell’s surface area. In the above equations, f is the force vector
defined at the global Cartesian coordinate system. Its corresponding vector defined





The linearity of Stokes equation permits the expression of force in terms of resistance
functions defined by
Fx = 6πµaRxux and Fz = 6πµaRzuz (3)
There is no force in the y-direction because of symmetry. The resistance coefficients
are dimensionless quantities and are functions of particle size and position only. We
have expressed our results in terms of the resistance coefficients.
6.3 Hemodynamic Forces on Adherent/Rolling Leukocytes
or Endothelial Cells
Figure 6.2 shows the force and its components acting on the cell in the presence
of a freely suspended sphere in the x-direction. The force is plotted in terms of the
resistance function. The figure shows that as the cell size increases the total force
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on the cell initially shows an increasing trend but after a particular value it drops
off. Similar trend is observed for the shear component but the normal component of
the force shows a steady increase. This behavior was observed over the whole range
of angles studied. For the lower angles the cell is representative of endothelial cells
while for higher angles, the cell represents leukocytes. The presence of the suspended
sphere results in blocking of the flow and thus the forces on the cell increases. But
as the gap between the cell and the sphere decreases the decreasing flow results in
significant lowering of the forces in the x direction. It can be seen in figure 6.2 that
for a given ã/R the force increases with increasing spreading angle. Greater the
spreading angle, less spread is the cell and hence there will be greater blocking of
the flow resulting in higher forces.
Figure 6.3 shows the forces in the z-direction. The trend is different from
the previous figure. Here we see that the increase in the cell size results in a sharp
increase in the forces and its components as the size of the cell increases. Comparing
the magnitude of forces in x and z-direction shows that the force in x-direction is
negligible compared to the force in the z direction. The presence of the sphere
results in a significant increase in the z-direction forces. This sharp increase in the
force can be attributed to the decreasing gap between the sphere and the cell which
approaches the lubrication regime as the cell size increases.
In order to see how the forces are changing in the presence of the sphere,
we plotted the forces and its components in the presence of spheres of different
size. In figure 6.4 we plot the total, normal and shear force in the x-direction on






















































Figure 6.2: Resistance function for the cell in x-direction as a function of the cell
size ã/R. The spreading angles is θ0 = 40
o, 60o, 90o and 120o. Resistance function
for the (a) Total force Rx, (b) Normal force R
n






















































Figure 6.3: Resistance function for the cell in z-direction as a function of the cell
size ã/R. The spreading angles is θ0 = 40
o, 60o, 90o and 120o. Resistance function
for the (a) Total force Rx, (b) Normal force R
n































































Figure 6.4: Resistance function for the cell in x-direction as a function of the cell
size ã/R. The spreading angles is θ0 = 60
o. The size of the sphere is Rs = 0.0, 0.1,
0.2. 0.3 and 0.4. Resistance function for the (a) Total force Rx, (b) Normal force




















































Figure 6.5: Resistance function for the cell in z-direction as a function of the cell
size ã/R. The spreading angles is θ0 = 60
o. The size of the sphere is Rs = 0.0, 0.1,
0.2. 0.3 and 0.4. Resistance function for the (a) Total force Rx, (b) Normal force




spheres of different radii. For very small radius the presence of sphere is seen to have
negligible effect. But as the radius of the sphere increases the the force increases
significantly. In the presence of a sphere of radius 0.4 which is representative of
leukocyte the force increases sharply with increasing cell size. As seen in figure 6.4(a)
for smaller cells the total force in the presence of leukocyte increases by a factor of
2 which increases to almost 9 for the largest cell studied. The increase in shear
force is also more pronounced for larger cells. Thus the magnitude of total force
on leukocytes adhering to vessel walls will be significantly affected by suspended
leukocytes. The normal force also shows similar behavior as shown in figure 6.4(b).
The shear force however drops off as the cell size increases beyond a particular value.
Thus the presence of a suspended leukocyte affects the shear force on moderately
sized cells much more significantly than large cells or very small cells. Comparing
with previous results of Wang and Dimitrakopoulos [64] we can see that the presence
of leukocyte results in a significant effect on the force change with increasing cell
size and spreading. In the absence of leukocytes as shown in figures 15, 20 and 23 of
Wang and Dimitrakopoulos [64] we see that the total force as well as the shear and
normal components increase with increasing cell size and spreading angle. But the
presence of suspended leukocyte changes this trend. As seen in figure 6.2 the total
force and shear force increases initially as the cell size increases but at a threshold
size this trend reverses. The presence of suspended leukocyte may be a stimuli for
endothelial cell functions related to leukocyte adhesion. Previous study done by
Wang and Dimitrakopoulos [64] had shown that at larger cell sizes the normal force
component also becomes significant. In the presence of leukocyte because of the
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decreasing trend of shear force for larger cell the normal force will become much
more significant. Caputo and King [72] observed an optimum shear rate of 100s−1
for rolling of leukocyte on endothelial cell.
Forces in the z-direction are plotted in figure 6.5. The forces show a steady
increase with increasing cell size in the z-direction. Both normal and shear compo-
nents show an increasing trend unlike x-direction. Clearly the presence of a sphere
results in significant changes in the forces over the cell.
6.4 Hemodynamic Forces on Freely Suspended Leukocytes
In this section the forces on a sphere which is representative of a suspended
leukocyte in the presence of an adherent cell on the cylinder wall is investigated.
Our motive in this was to see how the presence of a cell changes the forces on the
leukocytes. In microcirculation this cell can be another adherent leukocyte or the
endothelial cell. Artoli and Saldanha [70] have previously shown that shear stress
distribution on the leukocyte increases as it comes closer to the the endothelial cell.
Also how the forces on leukocyte changes in the presence of adherent leukocyte may
shed some light on the mechanism of leukocyte margination and attachment to the
vessel walls.
In the presence of the cell there is symmetry only in the y direction. The
resistance functions for the sphere in x direction are plotted in figure 6.6 as a function
of ã/R for various θ. For the same ã/R as θ increases the resistance function shows
a gradual increase. This increase can be attributed to the higher blocking resulting
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at higher angles. Also for each angle after a threshold value of ã/R the resistance
function increases sharply. The narrowing of the gap between the bump and the
sphere may be the cause of this sudden jump. As the gap decreases and reaches
lubrication regime the forces increase significantly. The resistance function for the
normal and shear also show similar trend. But there is a sharper increase in the
shear force with increasing cell size. The resistance functions for the sphere in z
direction are plotted in figure 6.7 as a function of ã/R. The forces are almost
constant at smaller cell sizes. Hence small cells do not affect the forces on the
suspended leukocyte. For a cell with spreading angle of 60o for cell size ã/R = 0.2
we can see that the force on the suspended leukocyte increases. Both normal and
shear force also show similar trend. We observe in figure 6.7 that as the spreading
angle increases the size of cell which affects the forces on leukocytes decreases.
Figure 6.8 shows the variation in resistance function as the sphere radii changes
in the x-direction. As shown in figure 6.8 the increase in the radius of sphere results
in increase in the resistance function and this increase is constant over the studied





















































Figure 6.6: Resistance function for the sphere in x-direction as a function of the cell
size ã/R. The spreading angles is θ0 = 40
o, 60o, 90o and 120o. Resistance function
for the (a) Total force Rx, (b) Normal force R
n



















































Figure 6.7: Resistance function for the sphere in z-direction as a function of the cell
size ã/R. The spreading angles is θ0 = 40
o, 60o, 90o and 120o. Resistance function
for the (a) Total force Rx, (b) Normal force R
n























































Figure 6.8: Resistance function for the sphere in x-direction as a function of the cell
size ã/R. The spreading angles is θ0 = 60
o. The size of the sphere is Rs = 0.0, 0.1,
0.2. 0.3 and 0.4. Resistance function for the (a) Total force Rx, (b) Normal force




















































Figure 6.9: Resistance function for the sphere in z-direction as a function of the cell
size ã/R. The spreading angles is θ0 = 60
o. The size of the sphere is Rs = 0.0, 0.1,
0.2. 0.3 and 0.4. Resistance function for the (a) Total force Rx, (b) Normal force






In this thesis, we have investigated the motion and deformation of elastic
capsules in microfluidics channels by extending the Membrane Spectral Boundary
Element method developed by Dodson and Dimitrakopoulos [16] for free-suspended
flows.
For a capsule moving along the centerline of a cylindrical channel, our compu-
tational model successfully and accurately reproduced the parachute shape observed
in earlier experimental and computational studies.
For large capsules in a square channel, our investigation reveals that the
steady-state capsule shape is non-axisymmetric. The capsule assumes a shape sim-
ilar to the channel’s cross-section, i.e. a square shape with rounded edges. Buckling
of the capsule’s upstream end resulting in a negative edge curvature is observed at
higher capillary numbers and for large capsule sizes. For the largest capsules studied,
we also observe the development of dimples at the capsule’s lateral surface. A com-
parative study of capsule motion and deformation in cylindrical and square channels
shows that the capsule deformation in a cylindrical channel is similar to that in a
square channel at a larger capillary number. Our investigations have revealed that
the capsule assumes a parachute shape at moderate flow rates.
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In a rectangular channel, we observed a three-dimensional (i.e. non-axisymmetric)
deformation of the capsule. For large capsules at high flow rates, a three-dimensional
dimple formation at the upstream end was observed at steady state. The dimple
formation results in a negative edge curvature.
We also investigated the evolution of capsule properties as the capsule moves
along a converging channel. In the converging region, a fluctuation in the geometric
and physical properties of the capsule was observed. We also noticed that with in-
creasing capillary number the capsule deformation in the converging region increases
but the capsule velocity and excess pressure drop remains unaffected. Effects of the
fluids’ viscosity ratio was observed only at very high viscosity ratios.
In addition, we have also investigated the hemodynamic forces on endothelial
cells and leukocytes in blood capillaries. Our study on hemodynamic forces demon-
strates that the forces on endothelial cells increase in the presence of leukocytes in
close vicinity. Both normal and shear forces show considerable increase. We have
also investigated the forces on moving leukocytes in the presence of adherent leuko-
cytes. With increasing cell size, the magnitude of the force increases till a threshold
value of the cell size and then decreases.
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